SWEENY'S ARCHANGEL OF DEATH

On a Sunday morning in 1991, a shotgun blast ended the life of a woman in the Sweeny Funeral Home out by the cemetery and a drama worthy of a TV show unfurled that went on for years.

Note the flowers on the grave.
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Undertaker Jay Herman Johnson was still in his pajamas, bathrobe and slippers, sitting on the rose granite bench of his son's tomb. As Johnson tended to do, he talked quietly to the 16-year-old son who had been encased in concrete for the past nine years.

*Son John Andrew Johnson (1965-1982)*

That grave itself gave testimony to the tenacity of Johnson. When he claimed the body of his boy after the fatal car crash in 1982, he called in the backhoe and had the burial right there on the city easement in front of the funeral home. It didn't matter that officials in Sweeny's City Hall, 300 yards away, were appalled by the absence of permits or even applications. And nobody was willing to try to order the cantankerous Johnson to unearth the remains of this municipal wrong.

After three decades of dealing with the dead here and in Houston, Johnson answered to few higher authorities. Thousands of times in his career, the tall man with the cold stare drained the bodily fluids of the deceased. He bathed and beautified them and let them bask under the unique mortuary lighting that added to this illusion that they were alive, that they eluded the blackness brought on by death.

On this morning, nine years and one day after his son's death, Johnson again bid good-bye to his son then shuffled toward his residence in the back of the Sweeny Funeral Home. He carried the Sunday newspaper from the driveway, along with a 12-gauge semiautomatic shotgun with a hair trigger.

Johnson, 59, had grabbed the weapon and birdshot to scare away a neighborhood mongrel from his prized Akita dogs. He climbed the stairs to prepare coffee for Edwina Prosen, 57, his still-sleeping companion of ten years and the director of his funeral home.

Another service was scheduled for that afternoon. But in an instant, the routine would be broken with the roar of a shotgun blast in the tiny bedroom.

Johnson would tell and retell various versions of the shooting of Prosen. He said he took one step into the couple's bedroom and his left leg -- and perhaps his hand and trigger finger -- was seized by a sudden and painful cramp.

As he reached for his leg, the shotgun fell to the sheets and discharged, he told investigators. Johnson said he retrieved a body stretcher from his hearse and tried unsuccessfully to move Prosen down the steep plywood stairs.

He called police, sat on the bed and cried, he said.

"I loved that woman more than anything."

Prosen's mother, Mary Reuter, said the blast awoke her in her own bedroom. She went in and touched the cheek of her daughter, feeling the chill of her skin. Reuter said she stood there in shock, hearing nothing for several minutes.

She turned when she heard the footsteps of Johnson carrying the stretcher. Reuter looked at him and said, "You murdered my daughter."

The shooting started a long, bitter and bizarre legal war. Along the way, there would be allegations of theft, an arrest for corpse-stealing and a hostage standoff. The case would bring three sons back together, break Johnson and establish landmark criminal law in the state.
By the time the conclusion finally came earlier this year, no one could tell with certainty if it was the ultimate triumph, or travesty, of the justice system in Texas.

If death is an enigma, so was the man who had made his living from it. Forty miles south of Houston, debates still flare occasionally in Sweeny cafes as the locals share the lore that has been built up about Johnson and, in some cases, by Johnson himself.

His military records indicate no more than a typical tour of duty in the Navy. The San Antonio native joined during the Korean War in the early 1950s and was discharged about two years later. But some law enforcement officers recall him talking of special covert missions as they waited with him for the drab work of escorting a funeral.

His Navy service did enable him to get a GED in California. However, he found work as a night operator at a Dow Chemical plant by boasting of a Northwestern University master's degree.

In a civil lawsuit in the 1980s, Johnson testified that he had Northwestern degrees in chemistry and bacteriology. Asked last year about his lie, Johnson said, "I guess now looking at it, I don't have any reason for having done it."

In his younger years, Johnson also worked as a truck driver. His keen awareness of his legal rights could be linked to his father, a former Bexar County state district judge. Johnson got his first exposure to the world of embalming when his father's friend, the owner of the Alamo Funeral Home, hired the youthful Johnson to help out. His first full-time funeral-home job came in Freeport, when Johnson followed an ad in a trade publication to a job as an embalmer's assistant. "I went over there to make some money, and I thought that would be the business for me," he said in a later deposition.

Within ten years, Johnson held mortician's licenses in Texas and Louisiana, and a marriage license to his young love, Jackie (Mary Jacqueline Brown), who helped him manage the funeral homes. When they broke up in 1970, the couple had a daughter and a son. They had adopted a boy soon after another infant child had died. He remarried in 1971 to a woman who now lives in Lufkin.

Johnson had a dark humor. His daughter recalled a car trip to Louisiana, when she talked of being uncomfortable driving across a long bridge. Why, Johnson told her, he could just throw her into the water -- and collect the insurance.

Sweeny Police Chief Jerry Murphy said Johnson established a reputation early as someone aloof from the local community and as a hard-nosed businessman. In the early 1970s a family called on him to bury their son, a Vietnam War casualty. Johnson did, but a dispute soon erupted over the price of funeral extras. He sued the family of the dead man and got nothing, except the animosity of many town residents.

But death became a growth business for Johnson. By the late 1980s he had owned the Sweeny Funeral Home for two decades. And he bought the old Brazoria Methodist Church and turned it into a branch operation, the Brazoria Funeral Home. He had a tombstone business on Telephone Road in Houston and expanded with the opening of the Ad-Loff Funeral Home in Houston's Meyerland area. And he was setting up another mortuary in West Columbia.
Rather than tilling fertile new fields in the funeral business, however, Johnson would find he was digging himself into a financial and professional grave.

The funeral operator had perhaps his finest asset in the form of an outgoing associate and lover.

By all accounts, Edwina Prosen was a self-made woman when she started seeing Johnson socially 20 years ago.

Her father, a Swiss chef of some note, migrated to the New York City area and married her future mother, a first-generation American with Sicilian heritage. They provided Prosen with an upbringing accented by culture, fluency in French, a high school education and secretarial college.

She was a secretary in a New York City high-rise in the early 1950s when she met Sidney Prosen, a hard-charging record producer who worked in the same building. They married in May 1953 and started their suburban life in nearby Port of Chester.

Nine years and three boys later, the first harsh realities of life hit Prosen. The bottom fell out of a life for a woman not yet 30 years old. In mountains of legal documents compiled over the years, there is scant mention of separation or divorce -- she was forced to leave her husband "due to his refusal to support the family financially."

Edwina Prosen wasn't one to talk much about it. She and her children relocated to the two-bedroom upper unit of a modest duplex. Prosen worked as a secretary and teacher's assistant. Her boys hustled jobs and threw newspapers, helping in the family's survival.

"Everybody joined together," son Robert Prosen recalled. "You do what you have to do in those circumstances. You have to depend on each other. It brought us closer. We were so fortunate. We had a loving family."

Nostalgia aside, Prosen appeared to be a pioneering supermom. She played the piano until her youngest son fell asleep on her lap. She taught the older boys dances and devoted herself to the Boy Scouts. Prosen gained honors for her volunteer scouting work, while sons Philip and Robert both advanced to the rank of Eagle Scout.

The sons remember sharing evening meals; their mother insisted on it. But she took an active role in all their pursuits. Years later, when youngest son Jeff fired up his Harley hog, friends would see his motorcycle mama -- literally, his mother -- laughing in the wind as his passenger.

Philip enrolled in what was then East Texas State University, and he is now a photographer in Dallas. Robert shipped out to Texas Tech and went on to become a telephone company executive in the Dallas area. A close friend of Prosen's relocated from New York to a coastal enclave of Beaumont. To stay close to them all, Edwina Prosen came to Houston in 1975. She got jobs as an executive secretary at an oil company and as a hotel conference planner. That's when Johnson entered her life.

"He convinced Mother that he was well-to-do and had multiple businesses, and then he convinced her to become part of them," Robert Prosen says. She was so taken with him and
the industry that, at his urgings, she went through the required college courses to get her mortuary and funeral director licenses.

For a while Prosen and Johnson lived in his high-rise condo in the Sharpstown area. Then he introduced her to the new pleasures of pastoral semirural life in Sweeny, where BMWs and upscale developments were joining the traditional farms, ranches and refineries.

"When Edwina found out I had a place in the country, the [high-rise] became just a stopover on Friday, to go to Sweeny," Johnson said.

She fell in love with the peaceful little town where he had his funeral home. By all accounts, residents were similarly enamored of her. And this was a package deal for Johnson. Prosen's mother joined them there when her husband died. Youngest son Jeff lived with them as well.

"She loved the country, the wildlife and the lush green trees and nature there," Robert Prosen says. "Mother grew up in the big city and had lived there all her life. This was a wonderful dream. She felt like this was her place to stay. She felt like it was worth whatever she had to tolerate, at least initially."

By the late 1980s financial pressures heavily strained that relationship. In April 1989 state regulators revoked Johnson's funeral home license and fined him $10,000 for violations. He had overcharged at his Houston funeral home and had operated multiple mortuaries without having licensed directors at each of them.

State enforcement closed the coffin on his Ad-Loff Funeral Home. An embittered Johnson blamed the revocation of his license on what he said was influence exerted by Service Corporation International, the funeral giant that bought the rival Levi Funeral Home.

His monument and tombstone company in Houston was destroyed by an arson fire in late 1989. The blaze occurred not long after Johnson requested the insurer to increase the dollar amount of his property coverage.

Asked in a deposition about accusations of arson, Johnson said, "There's been so many accusations against me that it's not even funny." Johnson himself was never a suspect, but the suspicious nature of the fire delayed the insurance settlement by several months. When it came, Johnson groused that it was inadequate to cover his costs.

Johnson pulled back his operations to the Sweeny Funeral Home. Financial institutions felt the effects from the fallout from the savings and loan collapses and the depressed oil economy. The FDIC seized the First Capital Bank in Angleton and wanted Johnson to make good on some $150,000 in overdue loans. By mid-1991 authorities threatened foreclosure of his West Columbia funeral home property.

Stripped of his operating license, Johnson could rely only on licensed director Edwina Prosen for his future. Though they were live-in companions, marriage had never been in the works. Sweeny Police Chief Jerry Murphy said that, in the early years of bliss for the couple, Johnson had told associates that he would never marry because Texas was a community property state that would require him to give her assets if they divorced.

However, Johnson maintained he was her common-law husband after the shooting, although Prosen had done nothing while they were together to give legal merit to that later claim. Her
friends said that, as the relationship soured, she was thankful to have kept her independent status.

Fights between the couple escalated, some of them involving Jeff Prosen. In the relatively small living quarters behind the funeral home, Johnson and the son clashed regularly. Jeff argued with him over his treatment of Edwina, and Johnson criticized the loose lifestyle of her son.

"Wherever Edwina went, Jeff went," Johnson told attorneys later. "Jeff was bad news."

With Edwina's mother and her son living there, Johnson said, "The only place we could talk was in the bedroom at night, kind of what you'd call pillow talk.... She kept asking me to give him another chance."

Jeff Prosen married in August 1991, but Johnson said that only added one more person to the complicated arrangement. "He never really left. He was always showing up for meals, him and his wife."

On the eve of Jeff’s wedding, Johnson said he and Prosen's son Robert had a "family-style disagreement." He said he told Robert that "Jeff wasn't worth the powder to blow him to hell and back."

In another eerie indication of the growing feud, Johnson began using an elaborate telephone tape-recording system. Some of those tapes revealed Johnson yelling and screaming at Edwina, although Johnson's friends said he referred to her as his "baby."

Jeff Prosen, who shopped with his mother the day before the shooting, said she planned to leave Johnson as soon as she finished taking care of a few business matters. One of them was reportedly to substitute her sons in place of Johnson as her life insurance beneficiary.

Johnson and his mate both had extensive life coverage, more than $300,000 worth. The last policy, offered as part of his National Rifle Association membership, had been taken out at his insistence only four months earlier. At that same time, he checked with another insurance carrier about getting $1-million whole life policies on each of them. The agent said she felt uncomfortable and never called Johnson back with detailed information.

With their double indemnity clauses on existing policies, payouts would be at least $675,000 in the event of accidental death. They kept their payments current, and Johnson, 11 days before the shooting, checked to make sure that another policy would pay off Edwina Prosen's Cadillac if she died.

Attorneys for Johnson later waved aside sinister notions about the extensive coverage, saying it was prudent business practice to fully insure a financial partner to guard against unforeseeable calamities.

But nobody in the Sweeny Funeral Home would seem to fear the prospects of death by intruder. Johnson had formidable security in the form of three Doberman pinschers and a Rottweiler. Under their bed was a handmade rolling platform covered with shotguns. There were handguns in each nightstand drawer. More shotguns sat in the closet and downstairs in the body preparation room. And another shotgun rested on a rack in the embalming room.
Despite that armament, Edwina Prosen got more insurance a month before she died. She bought a pistol of her own. Robert Prosen said she feared that Johnson would kill her or her son Jeff.

While the confrontations flared in the upstairs rear of the funeral home, unsuspecting clients came to the chapel to pay their last respects. Somber services sent the newly departed on their way. And, Prosen's sons said, their mother herself made plans to move on into another life.

His actions soon after Edwina Prosen's death raised strong questions about who -- or rather, what -- was the real love in Johnson's life.

Yes, he followed in his hearse as the ambulance drove Prosen to the hospital. Johnson waited until she was formally pronounced dead.

And no, authorities told him, they would not release the remains to him. The sons, her next of kin, would not allow it. Instead, an independent transport service moved the body to the Harris County morgue for evidentiary examination and possible autopsy.

Johnson would travel there later that day, but he had another stop first: at the Lake Jackson office of his financial adviser. Johnson said he went there only to confide in the now-deceased adviser, who was his friend. However, the man told investigators, Johnson pressed him for details about the impact of the shooting on lender negotiations to stall the foreclosure of his West Columbia funeral home.

When he called to tell the funeral home he was heading to Houston, Johnson got a surprise. "Lo and behold, Mr. Jeff answered the phone, which he had no right to do," Johnson testified later. "He didn't have any right to be on the property." Johnson drove the hearse to his home and was upset to find "it was crawling with police." It was still filled with police later that night.

Then-sergeant Charles Davis of the Sweeny Police Department "was jumping up and down like a flea on a skillet," said Johnson, who told officers they were violating his rights.

The next morning, Johnson awoke early and got down to more important matters, at least for him. An officer with the First State Bank of Brazoria said that Johnson was already waiting at the door when he arrived for work. Johnson informed him that there had been accidental life coverage on Edwina Prosen's purchase of her Cadillac. She had died. He was the beneficiary. And he wanted the title.

Loan officer Debbie Mallard told him it would take a few days to process the claim.

Johnson went by the Sweeny Police Department to protest to Chief Murphy about the police investigation. He never mentioned Edwina Prosen or remorse. He said only that he had valuable documents -- the insurance papers -- missing from his home.

Then he headed to Houston in his hearse. He testified later that he and Prosen had a postdeath pact: If anything happened to either of them, the other would handle the personal tasks of embalming and preparing the body.

Jeff Prosen said it was the opposite. His mother had told him that if anything happened to her the family should block Johnson from touching her body or possibly destroying evidence.
Johnson ignored an order from the justice of the peace. As a mortuary insider, he pulled into the body storage area and loaded up Edwina Prosen's remains. He turned the hearse south toward Sweeny, to their home. As sunset neared, Brazoria County Deputy Frank Cisneros heard his patrol radio crackle with an unusual dispatch: All units were to be on the lookout for a vehicle believed to be transporting stolen property. The vehicle was a black Cadillac hearse. The purloined property was a day-and-a-half-old corpse. And the suspect was Johnson.

Cisneros, patrolling along Business 288 near Angleton, pulled him over. He said that with the dim light and tinted windows it was difficult to see if there was a body inside. He called for a supervisor, who arrived, made a cell phone call and ordered Johnson arrested. They impounded the hearse after taking the body to an Angleton funeral home. In a search of the vehicle, deputies found copies of six-figure insurance policies, other financial documents and a note scrawled by Johnson on subjects to raise to his financial adviser. And they found the body bag with Prosen's remains. Police jailed him on what would soon be a charge of murder.

In the next few days, Prosen family members provided more fodder for investigators. In clearing out the belongings of their mother and grandmother, they found altered IDs, more insurance policies and documents containing false social security numbers and names. An attorney for Johnson complained loudly about the family's removing Johnson's items from the residential portion of the funeral home. He filed a theft complaint with police. Sweeny Chief Jerry Murphy said the family offered to return the disputed belongings to Johnson until ownership could be determined. But Johnson refused, so the Prosens turned them over to police -- boxes and boxes of items, including some of the policies and other questionable documents. A grand jury declined to indict the family for theft. But the police had more circumstantial evidence in their arsenal against the funeral home operator. In early November grand jurors indicted Johnson for capital murder.

He was set for trial the following June. On April 14, 1992 -- ten days before a scheduled pretrial hearing -- the telephone rang in the Brazoria County District Attorney's Office. A lawyer for Johnson said there had been a slight complication. Johnson had been deemed incapacitated. He was now a ward of Harris County probate court. The application mentioned no capital murder charge, only that various lawsuits were pending against him.

William Mark Valverde, a physician at West Oaks Hospital, advised the probate judge in March 1992 that Johnson had been his patient since December. His diagnosis: "major depression/single episode and paranoid personality disorder." Johnson, the doctor said, was having difficulty making reasonable and rational decisions regarding his health and the management of his property and estate. No one disputed that he was competent to be tried, although he was taking drugs for a variety of medical problems, including chronic back pain.
Johnson's son, Katy resident James Johnson, became guardian. Prosecutors showed their surprise in a hastily hand-written note on yellow legal paper, asking for a delay until they could determine the medical condition's effects on the capital murder trial.

That trial postponement came, but for vastly different reasons. Johnson's first two attorneys met him in jail and agreed to represent him for $50,000. He signed the deed to the Sweeny Funeral Home over to them, and they later took some of his prized firearms they said were needed to cover the rest of the bill. After a bond reduction hearing, they parted ways. A third attorney came in for a bond hearing and was then dismissed by the defendant.

That's when then-state district judge Ogden Bass tapped a 22-year attorney, Lloyd Stansberry, as court-appointed counsel. Stansberry immediately attacked the foundation of the state's case: insurance policies.

In five different motions, the defense argued that by law the judge had to throw out the insurance documents and most of the rest of the evidence seized by police and the Prosen family.

Relatives of the dead woman had no right to rummage through Johnson's belongings, Stansberry said. And there was no probable cause for stopping the hearse on suspicion of transporting a stolen body. Hearses are supposed to carry bodies -- how would authorities have reason to think one was stolen?

Investigators gained formal search warrants as the criminal probe developed, but the defense argued that it was too late.

A fundamental aspect of Texas law bans so-called "fruits of the poisonous tree." If individual rights are violated in getting evidence -- or even in getting information about the location of evidence -- then prosecutors cannot use that material or anything else later collected because of it.

That law was well established for law enforcement officers, who are supposedly trained and aware of search legalities. Far less clear was whether it necessarily applies to the good intentions of civilians such as the Prosens.

Brazoria County prosecutor Dale Summa argued that, regardless of the family's actions, investigators would have easily uncovered the existence of the insurance policies.

But the defense maintained that the ban should be interpreted as total. Otherwise, police could circumvent the intent merely by having civilians collect evidence that was off-limits to law enforcement.

In the end, Bass barred almost every insurance-related piece of evidence. The state appealed, clearing the way for Johnson's release from jail under rules guaranteeing him a speedy trial.

"I didn't know where to land," Johnson said. "At that time I didn't have any idea who would help me or anything else. It was like the whole world was against me."

Johnson, still a ward of probate court, moved into a small apartment complex near Houston's museum district. As the months turned into years, the annual report by his guardian gave an
almost idyllic description of life: He took walks, rode his bicycle, availed himself of museum exhibits and tours, and read in the local library.

Yes, his guardian son said in probate court documents, his father was "content with his living situation." But under the mental health category of the reports, the box with the check mark always read, "remained about the same."

In March 1995 Houston's First Court of Appeals upheld the trial judge's evidence ruling in a 2-1 vote. The D.A. pushed higher, challenging that finding before the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals. (See text of ruling at end of article)

Meanwhile, the Prosens began fearing the worst. They consulted with veteran criminal specialist Mike Hinton of Houston about taking over as special prosecutor, but Brazoria County continued with the case.

In November 1996 the state's highest criminal court affirmed the evidence ban in a 5-4 decision. The general election that year replaced the remaining moderates with conservative Republicans. Prosecutors decided to seek a rehearing when the hard-line court would be in place the following January. But party affiliations or perspectives mattered not -- the new group of justices upheld the decision by the same 5-4 margin.

Jeff Prosen told reporters of his total disgust for the judicial system. "He murdered my mother for money. I want him to know he's not going to get the last laugh out of this."

In a twist of fate, Prosen would soon be delivering that message face-to-face with Johnson.

David Burke, police chief of the sprawling Veterans Affairs medical complex in Houston, knew nothing of Johnson or Jeff Prosen or the murder case.

On the morning of April 21, 1997, Burke knew only that he had a problem -- a big one.

Strolling across a large parking and transit area of the VA grounds, Burke heard shouts and noticed a commotion. He saw a younger man with a handgun pointed at the back of the balding head of an older man.

Prosen would later explain that he went to the VA pharmacy minutes earlier to pick up some medication. As he waited, he saw the man accused of murdering his mother also waiting to have a prescription filled.

"He explained to me later he can't stand even being around Johnson, so he was going to do the right thing -- he was going to leave," Burke said. Prosen turned and began walking away, but "something made him just stop and turn around -- like a sixth sense," Burke said.

Johnson said he did nothing to provoke his assailant. Prosen swears he pivoted in time to see Johnson stare at him then flash a grin and a wink. "That's when Jeff lost control of himself," Burke said. Witnesses told of Prosen, an ex-Marine, dashing to his vehicle, pulling out a Glock semiautomatic pistol, slamming in an ammunition clip and chambering a round. He tucked the weapon into his belt under his jacket and ran back toward the pharmacy.

He found Johnson outside, waiting near a bus stop. Prosen pulled the pistol and forced Johnson into the kneeling position as if he were going to execute him.
While police were summoned, Burke approached the gunman and began trying to build trust. The chief acted like he could not hear Prosen's demands so that he could gradually draw closer to him and get him to talk rather than rant. "I was trying to buy some time," Burke recalled. Foremost, he wanted the crowded area cleared of bystanders. That proved difficult -- many of the surrounding VA patients were in wheelchairs or on crutches.

"Prosen was trying to explain the situation to me, but he was babbling. He wasn't making a lot of sense initially." The gunman shouted at Johnson to apologize, to say he was sorry for what he had done to Edwina Prosen. Occasionally he waved the pistol in the direction of the chief to try to explain his actions.

With one hand still gripping the weapon, Prosen used his other to wrestle his wallet from a back pocket. In it was an old newspaper clipping that was carefully transferred to the police chief. Burke unfolded the newsprint and began to grasp the situation. The chief feigned sympathy for Prosen, who was relaying his frustrations over the inaction of the case.

Prosen wanted Johnson arrested. Burke took stock of the situation and pulled out his cuffs and snapped them onto the hostage. "I did that for two reasons: One was to appease Jeff; the other was that I was afraid Mr. Johnson was going to try to do something that would have tragic consequences."

Prosen blamed himself for the death of his mother. She had confided in him about her fear of Johnson, but he allowed her to return to Johnson. And then there was the matter of the botched effort to help police by taking the evidence of the insurance policies.

Prosen spoke of wanting justice with Johnson. "I was able to convince Jeff that I was on his side and wanted to see justice done to Johnson, but that what he was doing here was not justice."

"The deciding factor was telling him that the VA was a sanctuary for veterans like himself," Burke said. Prosen looked around for the first time. He saw veterans in their wheelchairs and staring from bus windows, as well as the police peeking out from behind autos and other secure points.

Their conversation turned to terms of a deal. Burke vowed to call prosecutors and to "do all in [his] power" to see that the murder case moved forward. He told the gunman he could call the news media from his office to try to generate support for his quest. When Prosen spoke of fears that he would be led into a trap and "jumped" by officers on the way to the office, Burke told him a path would be cleared and his safety would be assured.

In return, Prosen would have to give up his weapon. They made their pact. Prosen made his call to KTRK-Channel 13. "He held up his end of the bargain," Burke said. "He surrendered."

The dark stain on Johnson's pants showed he had urinated on himself when taken hostage. He was obviously shaken, but he stayed silent. He admitted nothing; he apologized for nothing.

Police charged Prosen with aggravated assault, a felony that carries up to 20 years in prison. In August 1997 he pleaded guilty in return for five years' probation and 240 hours of
community service. At the sentencing, the judge ordered Prosen not to come into contact with Johnson again. He was ordered to undergo anger management counseling.

The case led to one more appearance for Prosen: a guest spot on The Maury Povich Show, to tell about his rage.

When Judge Ogden Bass finally gavled the Johnson murder trial to order in December 1997, jurors had more than sterile exhibits and diagrams to examine.

They had the couple's bedroom itself.
Defense attorney Stansberry knew he had strong evidence from Lannie Emanuel, a Dallas County crime-lab expert who usually testified for the state in murder cases. And a clerk's office adjacent to the courtroom was empty, part of a project to add a court to the Brazoria County Courthouse in Angleton.

"We had all the bedroom furniture, the original bed and bedding seized from the crime scene," Stansberry said. "So we thought, 'Why not set up a full mock-up?'"

As important was what the state did not have: most of the excluded evidence of the main life insurance policies and Johnson's interest in them even before Prosen's body was put to rest. Based on what was presented to jurors, it sounded like the state was trying to show the defendant designed a grand scheme only for the insurance that would have given him title to the dead woman's Cadillac.

Stansberry was surprised that the state still pushed forward with the capital murder case. The attorney said he was mystified that the state did not focus instead on a conviction for the lesser felony offense of manslaughter, which would require no proof of money as a motive or even that Johnson planned in advance to kill her. "We did the best we could with the hand that was dealt us," said prosecutor Dale Summa.

"A manslaughter conviction, which carried a maximum sentence of 20 years, would have been tantamount to a life sentence for him," Stansberry said. While arguing his innocence, the defense gave jurors an out of convicting him of misdemeanor negligent homicide. That verdict would mean he was grossly careless but that the death was still the result of an unintentional act.

Summa pressed for openings, but there were few. Bass rejected a prosecution request to allow the testimony of an ex-soldier associate of Johnson's, who wanted to give an account about Johnson executing two Korean prisoners of war.

Similarly, the court refused to have other witnesses ready to tell about Johnson's mysterious and morbid stories from years earlier. "They wanted to bring in all this evidence that he knew how to kill people with cyanide pellets in car exhaust systems and so on," Stansberry said. "It didn't make sense to the jury that somebody with as much experience as Johnson supposedly had with weaponry would give a target a chance for survival."

Johnson later explained his reasoning in using the lightweight birdshot ammunition in his hunt for the mongrel mutt on the morning of the shooting. "I didn't want to kill the dog."

Summa brought up inconsistencies in the defense. Johnson had his arsenal, including shotguns he kept downstairs. With his extensive firearms training and use, why would he
even be in their bedroom with his finger on the trigger of a loaded shotgun with the safety off?

The victim's sons tearfully recalled the fear for their mother in the months and days before she was killed. But Stansberry countered that she was a strong, independent woman who would have left Johnson had she been in a potentially lethal situation.

Near the end of the trial, jurors stepped into the mock-up bedroom. In the bed was a mannequin with an abdomen marked with the entry points for each shotgun pellet that traveled into her heart. Emanuel took the bloodied sheets marked with gunpowder burns. He carefully lined the holes up with each point on the abdomen, demonstrating that the shooting could have occurred as Johnson described it.

After final arguments, jurors had a request. They wanted the shotgun. And they wanted to be left alone in the mock-up room. Not long after they returned, the panel convicted Johnson of negligent homicide.

It was a victory for the defense. Johnson had already served more than the maximum one-year punishment for that crime. He was free.

Jeff Prosen's permanent glare during the trial became even more intense. He and brother Robert comforted their other brother, Philip, who sobbed after the verdict.

Stansberry said Johnson often cried in private when talking of Edwina Prosen. The attorney and his law partner turned to share their postverdict euphoria with Johnson. What they saw was the same flat stare that had covered their client during the lengthy proceedings.

"Hey," they told him, "You know, you won!"

Johnson's only reply: "I know."

The defendant and James Johnson, his son and guardian, were escorted from the courthouse by deputies. But the matter would not yet be put to rest until the Prosen brothers decided to end their efforts.

As the O.J. Simpson murder case illustrated, the civil justice system awaits those frustrated by the outcome of criminal cases. And the burden of proof and less stringent rules of evidence make such lawsuits inviting.

The Prosens sued Johnson to stop him from getting the insurance proceeds and to try to force him to pay punitive damages for the alleged wrongful death of their mother.

Earlier this year, that case came to trial in Houston, and so did all the facts about the insurance policies and Johnson's eagerness to cash in on them. And the Prosen family, represented by attorneys Perry Zivley and Dean Barth, had assembled the kinds of experts who sharply challenged the earlier forensic findings on the accident.

"We knew it was going to be a completely different trial," Zivley said. "The suppression of the evidence in the criminal trial just flat-out didn't apply in the civil case.

"There was nothing about it that sounded credible," Zivley said. "His whole story is unbelievable -- everything he did up to and after the shooting."

Johnson testified for two days. His videotaped deposition was played for jurors.
"In my opinion, there could have been no other witness in our case but Johnson, and they would have found that he intentionally did the killing," Zivley said. "It was not just what he said, but his demeanor." In extensive questioning about his causing the death of the "love of his life," he never cried, Zivley said.

"Think about it. If you caused an accident like that, you'd want to crawl inside a hole and never come out again," Zivley said. "He was cold, hard. He was his own worst witness."

Attorney Barth said the impact on the jury was noticeable. "His attitude was it was almost that 'it wasn't that I didn't like her -- it was just business, only business.'

"The jury was on our side after that," Barth said. "I think they had no choice but to settle at that point."

Johnson received $10,000 -- fees for his attorneys -- and gave up all rights to the insurance payoff, which had climbed to $900,000 with the interest since 1991.

The Prosens agreed to drop their wrongful death suit. It could have resulted in millions of dollars in damages against him, although it is doubtful that Johnson would ever have the assets to pay any of it. As Barth points out, it was worth something to Johnson to get the dismissal because he could have been hounded for the rest of his life with depositions and other legal actions in the collection effort.

Barth recalled his first meeting with client Robert Prosen, who described Johnson's lack of feeling. "I didn't believe Bob. I didn't believe such a person [as Johnson] could exist," Barth said. "I do now."

Johnson, to the surprise of no one in the case, reacted without emotion to the settlement.

In January Johnson left his small island of the past several years, the apartment near Hermann Park and the museums and the library and the tree-lined streets where he bicycled.

Johnson, who declined a request through his probate attorney for an interview, is reported to have moved in with his son, James, in the Katy area.

Jeff Prosen closed his motorcycle shop on the North Loop. He relocated to San Antonio and is a construction worker who continues to serve out the terms of his probation for taking Johnson hostage.

Back in Sweeny, Chief Murphy makes rounds that take him almost daily past a sight that would be easily overlooked by others. Thick tangles of vines and brush have pushed upward from the earth in a vain attempt cover the sign: Sweeny Funeral Home.

"It is hard to put this case aside when you have to drive by that eyesore on a frequent basis and see what's left of the place," Murphy said. "In all the time it took to bring this to a conclusion, you can say I lost more than a little faith in the system."

He shook his head and scooped up another helping of Redman chewing tobacco. "All the twists and turns and rabbit trails. And the end didn't really prove -- or disprove -- that a murder occurred in that place."
No more answers are to be found at this funeral home. Wind whips through shattered windows, banging kitchen cabinet doors and yanking away tar-paper roofing. Bright red spray paint, the work of vandals, warns visitors, "I am alone -- Leave!"

In the back, a battered hearse sinks deeper into the soggy soil, weary from an effort to flee the rising weeds.

**ONLY THE FOUNDATION REMAINS**

Only at the end of the drive does the desolation disappear. A small section of the city right-of-way is neatly mowed. Despite the sunshine, the rose granite bench (*no longer there*) there is cool to the touch. Empty and isolated, it exposes its etched message:

"The past is gone.
The present is lost as it arrives.
There is only tomorrow
And tomorrow waits for no one.


**Man denies killing wife for money**

CLUTE (AP) - A former Sweeny funeral home owner admits he fatally shot his common-law wife more than six years ago, but denies allegations that he killed her to collect life insurance money.

Jury selection begins today in Jay Johnson's capital murder trial. Johnson, 65, now lives in Houston, about 50 miles northeast of the Brazoria County community of Sweeny.

Prosecutors aren't seeking the death penalty, so a conviction would result in an automatic sentence of life in prison.

"It didn't happen the way they think it happened," Johnson told The Brazosport Facts. "I came to the world with a good name and I want to leave with a good name."


Johnson told police he had a cramp in his left leg and right hand and accidentally shot his common-law wife in the chest with a 12-gauge shotgun.
The next day, Ms. Prosen's corpse was taken from a Houston funeral home. Later, police stopped Johnson driving a hearse carrying her body and a copy of her life insurance policy.

Johnson has said he took her corpse because the couple had promised they would handle the other's funeral, depending on who died first.

The Brazoria County district attorney's office says Johnson killed Ms. Prosen to collect on nearly $750,000 worth of insurance policies, many she had written herself as a licensed insurance agent.

Johnson's case has been delayed while prosecutors appealed state District Judge Ogden Bass' 1993 decision to throw out certain copies of insurance policies.

**MARRIAGE #1**

![Marriage License](image)

Apparently there were 4 children:

Son James Johnson whose home Jay moved to in Katy (see article).

Daughter_______ (see article)

Baby boy Johnson. 5May 1962-6May1962 (see article & death certificate)

Has to be the adopted son mentioned in the article.
Jay H Johnson
in the Texas, Divorce Index, 1968-2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th>Jay H Johnson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimated birth year:</td>
<td>abt 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age:</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse's Name:</td>
<td>Mary J Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse's Age:</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marriage Date:</td>
<td>30 Jun 1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Children:</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorce Date:</td>
<td>27 Jan 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorce Place:</td>
<td>Brazoria, Texas, USA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MARRIAGE LICENSE

To any Person authorized by the Laws of the State of Texas to celebrate the Rites of Matrimony in the State of Texas—

GREETING:

YOU ARE HEREBY AUTHORIZED TO SOLEMNIZE THE RITES OF MATRIMONY BETWEEN

Mr. Jay Herman Johnson and Miss Bessie Eta Bear

and make due return to the Clerk of the County Court of said County within sixty days thereafter, certifying your action under this License.

WITNESS my official signature and seal of office at Angleton, Texas, the 23 day of December 1970.

By. J. Lewis Deputy.

H. R. Stevens, Jr.

Clerk of County Court, Brazoria County, Texas.

I hereby certify that on the 23 day of December 1970, at Angleton, Brazoria Co., in the State of Texas, I united in Marriage the parties above named.

GIVEN under my hand, this 23 day of December 1970.

W. C. Ellis Justice Peace

801 Ave. B. Angleton, Texas

Returned and filed for record the 28 day of December 1970, and recorded the 28 day of December 1970.

By. C. P. Kerr Deputy.

H. R. Stevens, Jr.

Clerk County Court.

Jay H Johnson
in the Texas, Divorce Index, 1968-2011

Name: Jay H Johnson
Estimated birth year: abt 1932
Age: 41
Spouse’s Name: Bessie E Johnson
Spouse’s Age: 46
Marriage Date: 23 Dec 1970
Number of Children: 2
Divorce Date: 31 May 1973
Divorce Place: Brazoria, Texas, USA

MARRIAGE #3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Jay H Johnson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth Year</td>
<td>abt 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marriage Date</td>
<td>24 Apr 1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marriage Place</td>
<td>Brazoria, Texas, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse</td>
<td>Elizabeth A Skogland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse Gender</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse Age</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Texas Marriage Index, 1966-2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Jay H Johnson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimated birth year</td>
<td>abt 1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse's Name</td>
<td>Elizabeth A Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse's Age</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marriage Date</td>
<td>24 Apr 1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Children</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorce Date</td>
<td>7 Feb 1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorce Place</td>
<td>Harris, Texas, USA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
JAY HERMAN JOHNSON DIED IN 2008

Birth: Mar. 31, 1932
Death: Sep. 30, 2008

Inscription: US NAVY
Note: KOREA

Burial: Houston National Cemetery
Houston
Harris County
Texas, USA
Plot: Section S1

Maintained by: IWPP Custodial Account
Originally Created by: International War Graves ...
Record added: Jul 05, 2011
Find A Grave Memorial# 72750275

Added by: Jan Baughman
EDWINA'S FIRST MARRIAGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Edwina J Prosen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimated birth year</td>
<td>abt 1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse's Name</td>
<td>Sidney Prosen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse's Age</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marriage Date</td>
<td>16 May 1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Children</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorce Date</td>
<td>3 Jul 1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorce Place</td>
<td>Brazoria, Texas, USA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Jay Herman Johnson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimated birth year</td>
<td>abt 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School</td>
<td>Thomas Jefferson Senior High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Location</td>
<td>San Antonio, Texas, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yearbook Title</td>
<td>Monticello</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Judge rules murder victim’s sons collected evidence illegally
AUSTIN (AP) — Evidence in the shooting death of an East Texas woman was illegally collected by her sons and can’t be used against her accused killer, the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals ruled Wednesday.

Jay Johnson faces a charge of capital murder in the 1991 death of Edwina Prosen. The couple lived in an apartment above the Sweeny Funeral Home, which Johnson ran. Prosecutors said Johnson killed Prosen to collect life insurance money. Johnson, who pleaded innocent, contends the shooting was accidental.

Evidence that was to be used in the trial was thrown out after Johnson’s attorney argued it was illegally obtained.

Lloyd Stansberry, Johnson’s attorney, said Prosen’s three sons, who weren’t named in court documents, went into the funeral home three times after their mother’s death. He said the sons took legal documents and turned them over to the Brazoria County Sheriff.

Stansberry said the documents led sheriff’s officials to again search the funeral home, the apartment and a hearse.

The Texas Court of Criminal Appeals, in a 5-4 decision, ruled that a state law prohibiting law enforcement officials from conducting illegal search and seizures applies to all citizens.

"I think it’s a very significant decision," Stansberry said. "If you have a nosy neighbor who thinks you’re doing drugs and comes into your home and seizes your drugs, that’s an illegal search and seizure."

Prosecutors appealed, saying the state law applies only to law enforcement officials and other people acting in conjunction with those officials. The sons had been told by sheriff’s officials not to go into the funeral home, Stansberry said.

The court ruled that the law is clear: "No evidence obtained by an officer or other person in violation of any provision of the Constitution or laws of the state of Texas shall be admitted in evidence against the accused."

"The plain language supports the conclusion that the unlawful or unconstitutional actions of all people, governmental and private alike, fall under the purview of Texas’ exclusionary rule," Judge Lawrence Meyers wrote for the major-
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OPINION

ANDELL, Justice.

The State brings this interlocutory appeal from the trial court's orders granting five motions to suppress physical evidence pursuant to Tex.Code Crim.P.Ann. art. 44.01(a)(5) (Vernon Supp.1995). Appellee, Jay Johnson, is charged with capital murder in the shooting death of Edwina Prosen, his alleged common-law wife. In 13 points of error, the State asserts the trial court erred in each order to suppress evidence obtained in five searches. We affirm all five suppression orders.

Johnson and Prosen jointly operated the Sweeny Funeral Home. They lived together in the upstairs portion of the building that housed the funeral home. Johnson owned the funeral home business, and Prosen owned the hearse they used in the business. Early on Sunday morning, September 29, 1991, Johnson called the Sweeny Police Department and reported that Prosen had been shot. The police arrived promptly and searched the funeral home. Over the next two-and-a-half weeks, the police conducted several more searches of the funeral home and the hearse. Johnson complains that each
search was unlawful, and that the evidence gained from each should have been suppressed. The trial court agreed with Johnson in large part, and granted most of his suppression motions. The State appeals five orders to suppress. Each one must be considered in turn.

Johnson complained of evidence obtained from the following searches:

(1) Officers searched the Sweeny Funeral Home without a warrant on the day they received the report of the shooting, September 29, 1991.

(2) Officers searched the hearse on September 30, 1991, without a warrant when they apprehended Johnson driving the hearse with Prosen's body in it, stopped him, took him into custody, and impounded the hearse.

(3) Officers searched the hearse with a warrant on October 1, 1991.

(4) Officers received evidence, handed over to them by the sons of the decedent, that the three sons had taken from the Sweeny Funeral Home over the three-day period of October 1, 2, and 3, 1991.

(5) Officers searched the Sweeny Funeral Home with a warrant on October 16, 1991.

The trial court granted all the motions in whole or in part.

On a motion to suppress, the trial court is the exclusive finder of fact and may choose to believe or disbelieve any or all of a witness's testimony. *Meek v. State*, 790 S.W.2d 618, 620 (Tex.Crim.App.1990). The standard of review is abuse of discretion. *Id.*; Tex.Code Crim.P.Ann. art. 28.01, § 1(6) (Vernon 1989). The standard of review is the same whether the trial court denied the motion to suppress or granted the motion to suppress. This Court must view all the evidence in the light most favorable to the ruling. To hold that the trial court abused its discretion, we must determine that the evidence would not support a finding that the searches were unlawful.

The record contains no findings of fact or conclusions of law. Therefore, this Court must presume that the trial court found whatever facts were needed to support its ruling. This would end the entire inquiry unless the record shows either of the following: (1) that the evidence at the suppression hearing would not support any reasonable finding that the searches were unlawful; or (2) the evidence clearly and convincingly shows that suppression was erroneous as a matter of law.

The trial court granted six motions to suppress, which were directed at six separate, but related, searches. This appeal concerns only five of the six orders. In reviewing these five orders for abuse of discretion, it is necessary to differentiate each search and its corresponding motion. We must analyze separately the facts surrounding each search, to determine whether the trial court could reasonably have found that the given search was unlawful. If the trial court could reasonably have found, from the evidence before it at the suppression hearing, that the given search was unlawful, then its suppression order was proper. We must perform this analysis for each of the five suppression orders.
Each search, and its related motion to suppress, will be taken chronologically, accompanied by the corresponding points of error.

**Search 1:**

*September 29, 1991, the day of the shooting; search of the funeral home *without* warrant. (Relevant to point of error one)*

1. Facts

Johnson called the Sweeny police at 7:46 a.m. on Sunday, September 29, 1991, and reported that Edwina Prosen had been shot. When Sergeant Davis arrived a few minutes later, Johnson met him at the door and led him into the funeral home and up the stairs to Prosen's body in the bedroom. Sergeant Davis secured the scene and removed the shotgun, shells, pillow, pillowcases, and bedding. Other officers arrived later that morning and videotaped the scene, including the stairs leading to the bedroom, the bedroom itself, and other portions of the building.

The trial court suppressed the entire audio portion of the videotape, which included officers discussing the possibility of illegal drugs on the premises. The trial court also suppressed the video portion where it showed the opening of drawers in the bedroom, and any portions outside the bedroom or stairway. Finally, the trial court suppressed any items taken from the premises during that warrantless search, other than the shotgun, shells, pillows, pillowcases and bedding that Sergeant Davis had removed. The trial court denied the portion of Johnson's suppression motion that pertained to the shotgun, shells, pillow, pillowcases, and bedding. The trial court refused to suppress these items.

2. Analysis

In point of error one, the State asserts the trial court erred in suppressing the remainder of the videotape beyond the bedroom and stairs, along with the other evidence seized in the warrantless search.

In its suppression order, the trial court implicitly distinguished between the evidence that was in plain view and that which was not, but it gave no rationale for its ruling. We must look to the grounds Johnson urged in his motion to evaluate whether the trial court abused its discretion. Johnson claimed that the warrantless search of the funeral home on September 29, 1991, violated the following: (a) the fourth amendment to the United States Constitution; (b) the Texas Constitution, article I, section 9; and (c) the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure. Johnson points to the general rule that warrantless searches are unreasonable per se. *Schneckloth v. Bustamante*, 412 U.S. 218, 219, 93 S.Ct. 2041, 2043, 36 L.Ed.2d 854 (1973); *Fancher v. State*, 659 S.W.2d 836, 839 (Tex. Crim.App.1983). He then acknowledges the exceptions to this rule, but urges that the State's actions do not fall within any of the exceptions.

The State argues that it had consent. Consent is an exception to the rule that warrantless searches are unreasonable per se. *Schneckloth*, 412 U.S. at 219, 93 S.Ct. at 2043-44; *Fancher*, 659 S.W.2d at 839. The State has the burden to prove consent by clear and convincing evidence. *Fancher*, 659 S.W.2d at 839. Consent will be determined from the totality of the circumstances. *Id.* Without findings of fact, we must presume that the trial court made the necessary findings to support its ruling, and we must review the evidence in the light
most favorable to the trial court's ruling. This would end the analysis unless the facts at the suppression hearing require that the trial court find consent as a matter of law.

Sergeant Davis testified that other officers arrived at the scene with a video camera and videotaped the stairway, the bedroom, and the other rooms of the house. The State's evidence of consent to search the premises rests on two bases: (1) Sergeant Davis' testimony about communications from Johnson to the police dispatcher and to himself; and (2) communications from the decedent's mother, Mrs. Reuter, to Sergeant Davis.

Sergeant Davis testified that he received a call that a shooting had been reported at the Sweeny Funeral Home. He proceeded immediately to the funeral home, where he met Johnson. Johnson invited him in and led him up the stairs to the living area and into the bedroom where Edwina Prosen's body lay across the bed. Sergeant Davis saw a shotgun leaning against the bed. Johnson told Sergeant Davis that he dropped the shotgun and it fired accidentally. Johnson asked Sergeant Davis to help him get Prosen onto the backboard of the bed so he could get her down the stairs and into the hearse to take her to the hospital. Sergeant Davis told Johnson to leave everything as it was, and he called for an ambulance.

Sergeant Davis testified that he began investigating a "possible homicide" but he acknowledged that it might have been an accidental shooting. He testified that if Johnson's story was correct that the shotgun fired accidentally, then he believed the shotgun presented a danger to himself and to anyone else who might come into the room. He could see that the shotgun contained more shells. He seized the shotgun and secured it in the trunk of his patrol car. In addition, Sergeant Davis testified that Johnson was there when he took the shotgun, shells, and the bedding, and that Johnson said nothing to stop him. Sergeant Davis testified that all these items were in plain view in the bedroom where Johnson had led him. Johnson did not testify at the hearing, but Sergeant Davis testified that Johnson refused to sign a consent to search form at 11:50 p.m. on the night of the killing. This refusal was some 16 hours after Sergeant Davis had arrived in response to Johnson's call and had conducted the initial search.

Sergeant Davis testified that he received verbal consent from the decedent's mother, Mrs. Reuter, who also lived on the premises, to "do and take what you have to." Mrs. Reuter lived upstairs where Johnson and Prosen lived. Third persons who have equal control over and use of the premises being searched have authority to consent to the search. Fancher, 659 S.W.2d at 839. Mrs. Reuter testified later but neither the State nor defense counsel asked her if she consented to the search. If we assume, without concluding, that Mrs. Reuter had authority to consent to a search of the entire premises, then the question is whether her words to Sergeant Davis actually conveyed such consent.

In a suppression hearing, the trial court is the sole finder of fact, and it may choose to believe or disbelieve any or all of the witnesses. Meek, 790 S.W.2d at 620. Mrs. Reuter testified at the suppression hearing, but not on this issue. The trial court could have chosen to disbelieve Sergeant Davis's testimony that he received verbal consent from Mrs. Reuter. Or the trial court could have concluded that her consent did not extend beyond the bedroom into the other areas of the building. On the other hand, the trial court could reasonably have believed that, while Mrs. Reuter intended to give Sergeant Davis her consent to search the entire premises, she actually had no authority to consent to such an extensive search. There are several ways in which the trial court could reasonably have found or concluded that Sergeant Davis did not have explicit consent to search the entire premises.
Even without explicit consent, the State has the authority in some instances to search the immediate area of a crime under the doctrine of implied consent adopted in Brown v. State, 856 S.W.2d 177, 182 (Tex. Crim.App.1993), in which the court held as follows: We therefore hold that when a crime is reported to the police by an individual who owns or controls the premises to which the police are summoned, and that individual either states or suggests that it was committed by a third person, he or she implicitly consents to a search of the premises reasonably related to the routine investigation of the offense and the identification of the perpetrator. As long as the individual is not a suspect in the case or does nothing to revoke his consent, the police may search the premises for these purposes, and evidence obtained thereby is admissible. This implied consent is valid only for the initial investigation conducted at the scene and does not carry over to future visits to the scene.

(Emphasis added.)

The rule in Brown requires that the following three factors be satisfied before implied consent to search the premises goes into effect: (1) a person reports "a crime" to the police; (2) the reported crime must be on the reporting person's premises; and (3) the reporting person "either states or suggests that it was committed by a third person...." Id. Once these three factors are satisfied, the police have implied consent to search. If any one of these factors is not satisfied, implied consent does not arise.

After implied consent has arisen, it may cease by either of two means: (1) the person reporting the crime becomes a suspect, id.; or (2) the person reporting the crime takes some action to revoke his consent. Id. Once the person reporting the crime becomes a suspect, federal and state constitutions override the doctrine of implied consent, and any consent to search must be explicit. 7

In this situation, however, when Johnson notified the police of the shooting, he did not report it as a crime committed by a third person, but as an accidental shooting that had occurred at his own hands. Hence, there was no third person perpetrator to identify, and the Brown rule of implied consent could not go into effect in the first instance. The police could not investigate this as a crime scene unless they suspected Johnson was lying about the accidental nature of the shooting. If the police thought this, then Johnson was a suspect from the outset, and the Brown rule would prohibit, rather than permit, any finding of implied consent. Id. The searches would be limited by U.S. Const. amend. IV; Tex. Const. art. I, § 9; and Tex.Code Crim.P.Ann. art. 1.06 (Vernon 1977).

3. Conclusion

The State argues that consent is evident from the following: (1) Johnson's call to the police; (2) Johnson's act of leading Sergeant Davis up the stairs and into the bedroom to Prosen's body; (3) Sergeant Davis's testimony that Mrs. Reuter gave him her verbal consent to "do and take whatever you have to"; and (4) Johnson's failure to object to Sergeant Davis's removal of the shotgun, shells, pillow, pillowcases, and bedding. Evidence of consent must be clear and convincing. Fancher, 659 S.W.2d at 839. The trial court could have found that the evidence before it in the suppression hearing did not constitute clear and convincing evidence of consent to search the entire facility.

The trial court could have found from the totality of the circumstances that consent was limited to the items that were in plain view when Johnson led Sergeant Davis into the bedroom, and that neither Johnson nor Mrs. Reuter had consented to a search of the entire premises. If the trial court found that the State conducted the search without consent
(whether express or implied), then the State has failed to show that its actions were within an exception to the general rule against warrantless searches. Therefore, the search beyond the stairs and bedroom was unreasonable and in violation of both the United States and Texas Constitutions. *Fancher*, 659 S.W.2d at 839.

We find that the trial court did not abuse its discretion in suppressing the videotape showing investigation beyond the bedroom and stairs. We also find that the trial court did not abuse its discretion in suppressing any other evidence obtained pursuant to the warrantless search on the day of the shooting.

We overrule the State's point of error one.

**Search 2: September 30, 1991; search of the hearse without a warrant. (Relevant to points of error two, three, four, and five)**

1. Facts

After Edwina Prosen was pronounced dead at Sweeny Community Hospital, her body was taken to the Harris County Medical Examiner for an autopsy. When the medical examiner completed his work, her body was sent to Escort Embalming Service for embalming. On September 30, 1991, Johnson went to Escort Embalming Service, took Prosen's body, and put it in the hearse that he and Prosen had used for the Sweeny Funeral Home business. The title of the hearse was in Prosen's name, and Johnson was a named insured on the hearse auto policy.

Johnson was on Highway 288-B in Angleton, driving the hearse containing Prosen's body, when Deputy David Cisneros of the Brazoria County sheriff's department received a call to look for Johnson in the hearse transporting a body. Deputy Cisneros saw Johnson on the highway and stopped him. Deputy Cisneros testified that it was getting dark (at 7:12 p.m.), and that he used his flashlight to glance inside the hearse as Johnson was getting out of it, but he did not search the hearse.

While Deputy Cisneros was talking with Johnson, standing at the back of the hearse, two more law enforcement officers drove up, Deputy Anderson and Lieutenant Jeff Gillenwaters. Deputy Cisneros testified that Lieutenant Gillenwaters was talking to someone on his car phone, then got out and instructed him "to place Mr. Johnson in custody for investigative hold through Sweeny Police Department. And for—for the theft of this corpse." At that time, Deputy Anderson, also of the Brazoria County sheriff's department, arrested Johnson and transported him to the county jail.

Deputy Cisneros drove the hearse to the sheriff's department patrol office. While he was in the hearse, he made a cursory visual search of the interior, and he saw Prosen's body lying in the back of the hearse. He did not open the glove compartment at this time. When Deputy Cisneros delivered the hearse to the police station, they conducted an inventory search, which yielded, among other things, "some life insurance papers." The trial court granted Johnson's motion to suppress the evidence gained in this inventory search.

2. Analysis
In points of error two, three, four, and five, the State asserts the warrantless inventory search of the hearse on September 30, 1991 was legal. In point of error two, the State alleges Johnson has no standing to challenge the search. Points of error three, four, and five contend the search was lawful.

For the State to obtain a reversal of this suppression order, it must show all three of the following: (1) the stop and arrest were lawful (point of error three); (2) the inventory search was in accordance with the United States Constitution (point of error four); and (3) the inventory search was in accordance with the Texas Constitution and the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure (point of error five).

In point of error five, the State asserts that "the arrest and the impoundment are lawful." The State did not obtain any evidence as a result of the stop prior to the arrest. It obtained evidence only in the inventory search that followed the arrest. Thus, the controlling issue is whether the arrest was lawful.

In point of error two, the State asserts Johnson has no standing to contest the search of the hearse. The hearse belonged to Prosen, not to Johnson. Johnson's fourth amendment right depends upon a subjective expectation of privacy that society is prepared to recognize as reasonable. Smith v. Maryland, 442 U.S. 735, 740, 99 S.Ct. 2577, 2580, 61 L.Ed.2d 220 (1979). Johnson did not own the hearse. At the time of the stop, the hearse's owner of title, Edwina Prosen, was recently deceased. The State argues that title to the hearse vested at her death in her legal heirs, which would be her three children. Tex. Probate Code Ann. §§ 3, 38 (Vernon 1980 & Supp.1995). The owner of title, Edwina Prosen, could not give Johnson consent to drive the hearse after she was deceased. And Johnson produced no evidence that he had received consent from the Prosen heirs to drive the hearse. Thus, the State contends that Johnson could not have held a reasonable expectation of privacy in the hearse.

Johnson did, however, own the business in which the hearse was used—namely, Sweeny Funeral Home. He was a named insured on the hearse insurance policy, which would suggest that the owner of the hearse expected Johnson to drive it. Non-owner occupants of vehicles may have standing to contest searches in some situations. In Wilson v. State, 692 S.W.2d 661, 662 (Tex.Crim.App. 1984), the Court held that the appellant had a reasonable expectation of privacy in, and consequent standing to contest the search of, an automobile that he had borrowed. In State v. Bassano, 827 S.W.2d 557, 559 (Tex.App.— Corpus Christi 1992, pet. ref'd), the court held that the defendant had standing to contest the search of his wife's vehicle. And in Chapa v. State, 729 S.W.2d 723, 729 (Tex. Crim.App.1987), the Court held that the appellant had a reasonable expectation of privacy in, and consequent standing to contest the search of, the interior of a taxicab in which he was a passenger.

The trial court could have found that Johnson had a reasonable expectation of privacy in the hearse, despite Edwina Prosen's death the previous day, and despite the pending disposition of Prosen's estate. The reasonableness of this expectation is a question for the finder of fact. At a suppression hearing, that is the trial court. Meek, 790 S.W.2d at 620.

The State raises the issue of standing for the first time on appeal. In the absence of findings of fact and conclusions of law, we must assume that the trial court found the necessary facts to support its ruling. Standing, however, is a question
of law, which should be reviewed de novo by the appellate court. Following the analysis above, we hold that Johnson had a reasonable subjective expectation of privacy in the hearse, and, therefore, standing to contest the search.

We overrule point of error two.

After holding that Johnson has standing to contest the search, we must now review the facts surrounding the search itself to determine whether the trial court could have found that the search was unlawful. If the trial court had no evidence before it from which it could reasonably conclude that the search was unlawful, then it abused its discretion in suppressing the evidence.

In point of error three, the State asserts the trial court erred in suppressing the evidence because it was reasonable for Deputy Cisneros to stop Johnson in light of the facts known to Deputy Cisneros at the time. We must determine whether the evidence before the trial court would support a reasonable finding that the stop was unlawful.

Deputy Cisneros testified that he received a call that Johnson was transporting a “stolen body” in the hearse. This would be a sufficient basis for a reasonable stop. On cross-examination, however, Deputy Cisneros conceded that his report said nothing about the dispatcher informing him that the hearse was transporting a body illegally, but simply “transporting a body.” The trial court could have believed that the information that Deputy Cisneros had at the time he stopped the hearse was insufficient to make the stop reasonable. If the trial court so found, then it was within its discretion to suppress any evidence obtained as a result.

No evidence was obtained as a result of the stop itself, however, because neither Deputy Cisneros nor any other officer searched the hearse immediately following the stop. The search followed the arrest. Therefore, this Court must consider whether the arrest was valid. The State can legally conduct a search pursuant to a lawful arrest. If the record shows that the arrest was lawful, then the evidence obtained as a result thereof was lawful, and the trial court abused its discretion in suppressing it. On the other hand, if the trial court could reasonably have found that the arrest was unlawful, then it was within its discretion to suppress any evidence obtained as a result.

Deputy Cisneros testified that he and Deputy Anderson arrested Johnson on Lt. Gillenwaters’ orders. Neither Deputy Anderson nor Lt. Gillenwaters testified at the suppression hearing. The only testimony concerning the basis for Johnson’s arrest came from Deputy Cisneros on cross-examination:

A Then, my patrol lieutenant, Jeff Gillenwaters, showed up. And he was—I don’t know who he was talking to on his car phone, but he was talking to somebody on his car phone. At that time, nothing really happened for a couple of minutes. Q What was going on during that time. A Nothing? Nobody was—A Yeah. We were just standing around. Q Nobody was looking in the vehicle? A No. No. Not at that time. Q Okay. A We waited. Myself and Mr. Anderson waited with Mr. Johnson, in back of the Cadillac hearse. And until lieutenant finally come out of his car. He got through talking on the phone. He was—we were then told to place Mr. Johnson in custody for investigative hold through Sweeny Police Department. And for—for the theft of this corpse. Q For the theft of the corpse? A Right. Q Okay. All right. So, that was Jeff Gillenwaters telling you those things, the deputy? A Yes. Q And he is with the Sheriff’s department? A Yes, sir. He was at the time. Q Is he an investigator with the Sheriff’s Department at the time? A He was my patrol lieutenant. Q Patrol lieutenant? Now, after—after you were advised by Jeff Gillenwaters to place him in custody, what did you do? A I assisted Mr. Anderson, Deputy Anderson in placing the—Mr. Johnson in custody. He was searched and placed in back of the patrol car. Q All right. Was he handcuffed? A I don’t recollect. Q You don’t recollect? A I don’t recollect, because I didn’t actually handcuff him. Mr. Anderson did.

And Mr. Anderson put him in back of his patrol car.

. . . . Q Okay. Do you know what type of offense theft of a corpse is under the Penal Code? A No, sir. I’m not really familiar with it. Q Can you tell me why you filled out a misdemeanor miscellaneous report in connection with this incident? A Why? A Yes, sir. A Because it wasn’t pertaining to our department. It was pertaining to the Sweeny Police Department. Q Well, do you use misdemeanor miscellaneous reports for incidents that arise out of other departments? A Yes, we do. Q Well, what was arising out of the other
department was the allegation of murder; isn't that correct? Investigative hold for murder? A No, sir. From the point—I called dispatch, and she told me what was going on in Sweeny, that he was—from what I got out of that conversation was that the—this whole incident was, you know, was occurring from another police department. Not from us. Q I understand that. But regarding investigative hold for the offense of murder, right? A Right. Q If there was a theft of a corpse, that was something that occurred in your presence, because you were there; and you saw the corpse in his possession, correct? A Right. I don't know where they got their information, but that was what I was told. Q Would it be fair to say you didn't have any probable cause at the time to stop and arrest Mr. Johnson for theft of a corpse, did you? A For the theft of a corpse. A Yes, sir? A From the time that I got the phone call, yes, sir, I had—you know, I had reason to believe that he was possibly in possession of a corpse or a body. Q Well that's not—A From what I was told by the dispatch office. MR. STANSBERRY [defense counsel]: I'll object to the response, your Honor. THE COURT: Sustained. Q Officer Cisneros, my question is that at the time that you had Mr. Johnson out there at the roadside, you did not have probable cause to arrest him for theft of a corpse, did you? A That was the reason I stopped him. That he was—that he had illegally or unlawfully obtained a body from Houston and was back in route over here with it. That was my presumption. MR. STANSBERRY: I'm sorry. I object. It's still not responsive. It's a yes or no question. THE COURT: Well, I'm going to overrule it, now, as it stands. You may pursue your yes or no, if you'd like, though. Q Yes or no. You didn't have probable cause? A Yes. I believe I did. Q You felt you had probable cause? A Yes, sir, I did. Q What was the probable cause? A The probable cause was due to the impending investigation from Sweeny, and from—and the information that I got. That. Yes. And I thought I was right in stopping that car. Q Well, you didn't have any details of the information out of Sweeny, did you. You didn't have any details coming from Sweeny at that time, did you? A No. They just gave me a brief rundown on what happened over there.

(Emphasis added.)

The "totality of the circumstances" test applies for determining probable cause for warrantless arrests. *Hafford v. State*, 828 S.W.2d 275, 277 (Tex.App.—Fort Worth 1992, pet. ref’d), cert. denied, *Hafford v. Texas*, ___ U.S. ___, 113 S.Ct. 1313, 122 L.Ed.2d 700 (1993). Deputy Cisneros did not testify that he stopped Johnson for suspicion of murder. He testified only that he stopped Johnson for illegally transporting a body. His testimony was then undermined when he acknowledged that his report only stated that the dispatcher said "transporting a body" without indicating that the transportation was in violation of the law. The trial court was within its discretion to find that the stop was unreasonable, and that the officers had no probable cause to arrest Johnson. If the trial court so found, it acted within its discretion in granting the motion to suppress all the evidence obtained from the inventory search of the hearse.

We overrule point of error three.

By overruling point of error three, we hold that the trial court did not abuse its discretion in suppressing the evidence obtained in the warrantless inventory search of the hearse. State's points of error four and five allege that the inventory search was lawful under the United States and Texas constitutions. The inventory search could not be constitutional if it followed an illegal arrest. Because we hold that the trial court could have found the arrest to be unlawful, the State's constitutional arguments must fail.

We overrule points of error four and five.

3. Conclusion

To summarize the points of error relating to the warrantless search of the hearse (Search 2), the trial court could have found that the stop and arrest were unlawful. Therefore, it was not an abuse of discretion to suppress the evidence obtained from the inventory search of the hearse.

We overrule points of error two, three, four, and five.
Search 3:

October 1, 1991; search of the hearse with a warrant. (Relevant to Point of Error 6)

1. Facts

Following the inventory search of the hearse, the officers obtained a warrant to search the hearse. The next day, October 1, 1991, they searched it again, this time with a warrant. The trial court granted Johnson's motion to suppress the evidence obtained in this search.

2. Analysis

The affidavit that provided the basis for the warrant asserted that life insurance policies were in the hearse, and that these constituted evidence tending to show that Johnson committed murder. Johnson argues that the information in this affidavit was obtained by the unlawful warrantless search of the hearse. He claims that such information is the "fruit of the poisonous tree." The "fruit of the poisonous tree" doctrine does not apply when knowledge or possession of evidence in question is obtained from a source independent of the government's wrongful act. Autry v. State, 626 S.W.2d 758, 764 (Tex.Crim.App.), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 882, 103 S.Ct. 180, 74 L.Ed.2d 147 (1982).

The warrant specifically stipulated that the purpose of the search was to seize life insurance policies. The State alleged that the warrantless inventory search (from the preceding day) indicated that the vehicle contained such life insurance policies. The State alleged no other basis for suspecting that the hearse contained the life insurance policies. The previous day's search provided the information upon which the warrant was based. The other assertions in the warrant do not provide a legal basis for searching the hearse. The State conceded that the warrant search of the hearse was a moot issue after the trial court suppressed the inventory search.

3. Conclusion

The testimony allows the trial court to conclude that the warrant search of the hearse violated Johnson's constitutional rights. Although the trial court made no explicit finding to this end, we must presume that the trial court made whatever findings were necessary to support its ruling. The court did not abuse its discretion in suppressing the evidence obtained from the warrant search of the hearse.

We overrule point of error six.

Search 4:

October 1-3, 1991; Police passively received, from the Prosen family, property that the Prosen family took from the funeral home. (Relevant to points of error seven, eight, nine, 10, and 11)

1. Facts

On October 1 through October 3, 1991, all three sons of the decedent entered the Sweeny
Funeral Home and removed items belonging to three of their family members: their deceased mother; their maternal grandmother (Mrs. Reuter); and Jeff Prosen, the youngest of the three Prosen sons. The decedent's mother, Mrs. Mary Reuter, had lived at the funeral home for three years. After the shooting, she asked her grandson Robert Prosen to remove her items from the funeral home. The youngest brother, Jeff Prosen, had also lived at the funeral home for years, but he had married and moved out in August 1991, the month before the shooting, without taking all of his belongings.

Robert Prosen testified that among the items they removed were some insurance policies on the decedent. He admitted on cross-examination that they had also removed some documents belonging to Johnson. He further testified that Johnson's attorney, Dean Johnson, was present on the premises of the funeral home on October 2, 1991, while the sons were removing items belonging to their mother, their grandmother, and the youngest son, Jeff Prosen. Robert Prosen testified that he had several conversations with Dean Johnson about ownership of some of the items they were removing. He testified that they left the disputed items in the hallway and photographed them with Dean Johnson's permission. Dean Johnson was there on only one of the three days that the Prosen brothers were removing property from the funeral home.

After the Prosen brothers removed the items, Johnson's attorney, Dean Johnson, filed a burglary complaint against them. Sweeny Police Chief Murphy testified that Dean Johnson's complaint alleged that "[t]here were items missing, that had been there the day before, when he took the pictures."

Robert Prosen testified that when he became aware that Dean Johnson had filed the burglary complaint, he offered to return all the items to Dean Johnson that evening. He testified that Dean Johnson "requested it not be returned to him. So, we gave it to the police."

Chief Murphy testified that: (1) Dean Johnson, appellant's attorney, suggested to him that the police maintain custody of the items that were the subject of the burglary complaint; (2) the Prosens turned over boxes containing thousands of documents, that would fill "the equivalent of eight or 10 file drawers"; and (3) he considered it the duty of the police department to photograph, inventory, and list all of the items that were turned over to them in connection with this burglary charge.

The police presented the burglary complaint to the grand jury, which did not return an indictment against the Prosens. The trial court granted the motion to suppress all the evidence that the Prosens took from the funeral home and delivered to the Sweeny Police Department.

2. Analysis

In points of error seven through 11, the State asserts that the trial court erred in suppressing the evidence taken by the Prosen brothers and delivered to the police department. The suppression motion alleged that the search violated TEX.CODE CRIM. P.ANN. art. 38.23(a) (Vernon Supp.1995), which provides:

(a) No evidence obtained by an officer or other person in violation of any provisions of the Constitution or laws of the State of Texas, or of the Constitution or laws of the United States of America, shall be admitted in evidence against the accused on the trial of any criminal case. In any case where the legal evidence raises an issue hereunder, the jury shall be instructed that if it believes, or has a reasonable doubt, that the evidence was obtained in violation of the provisions of this Article, then and in such event, the jury shall disregard any such evidence so obtained.

(Emphasis added.)
Johnson argues that when the Prosen brothers took the evidence that they later turned over to the police, they did so in violation of the law. At the suppression hearing, this contention found some support in the testimony of Chief Murphy that Dean Johnson had filed a burglary complaint against the Prosens for taking items from the office that he thought had been there the day before. In addition, Robert Prosen testified that they entered the funeral home on three consecutive days, but he only testified to Dean Johnson's presence during one of those three days. Robert Prosen also testified that among the documents they took from the funeral home were some of Johnson's personal papers.

From the collective testimony before it at the suppression hearing, and despite the grand jury's failure to issue an indictment, the trial court could have found that the evidence was seized illegally. Although the trial court made no formal findings of fact, it stated its reason for suppressing the evidence that the Prosens delivered to the police. It found that the items were seized unlawfully:

THE COURT: All right. First of all, I want to speak to the motion to suppress evidence seized by members of the Prosen family: While the entry by members of the Prosen family into the Sweeny Funeral Home may be questionable, the entry could very well be lawful as opposed to unlawful, based upon the evidence before the Court. But it's clear to me that the seizure of Mr. Johnson's property as opposed to that of the deceased and/or the deceased's mother, was not lawful or proper... . . .

And therefore, I don't know from the evidence, what's Mr. Johnson's and what belongs to the estate of Mrs. Prosen or what belongs to the mother of the deceased. And it would seem to me that it's the State's burden to clear that up for me, but it's clear to me that some of the items that were there in the Sweeny Police Department, in that room, were Mr. Johnson's and were seized unlawfully.

And therefore, I'm going to grant the motion to suppress the items seized by members of the Prosen family.

(Emphasis added.)

The trial court acted within its discretion in this finding. In point of error seven, however, the State argues that the statute does not apply to the evidence taken by the Prosen brothers, because they are not within the meaning of the term "other person" in the first sentence of the code provision.

Points of error eight, nine, 10, and 11, rest upon our determination of this issue in point of error seven. In points of error eight and nine, the State asserts that the police department's inventory was in accordance with the United States and Texas Constitutions. It will be unnecessary to address the constitutionality of the inventory search if the code provision does not apply to the evidence taken by the Prosens. In points of error 10 and 11, the State asserts that the inventory was in accordance with the United States and Texas Constitutions because the police had Dean Johnson's consent to review the property.

The suppression motion in question here alleged only a single ground: that the evidence was "obtained illegally and in violation of Article 38.23(a) of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure." The motion does not claim that the police violated either the United States or Texas Constitutions in receiving the evidence. The code provision itself incorporates both constitutions as they apply to the act of obtaining evidence. If the evidence was obtained "by an officer or other person" in violation of the federal or state constitutions or other federal or state laws, then that evidence cannot be used against the
accused. Johnson argues that the violation was the Prosens’ alleged illegal entry and the alleged burglary. He does not contend that it was illegal for the police department to receive the evidence, but he does argue that it was illegal for the police to use the evidence as they did. The State argues that the term "other person" in the statute should apply only to agents of the government, not to all natural persons generally. The State says in its brief, “This is a case of first impression because the Court of Criminal Appeals has never expressly ruled on this issue.” This Court has previously construed this statute to apply to private persons. Weaver v. State, 721 S.W.2d 495, 498 (Tex.App.—Houston [1st Dist.] 1986, pet. ref’d). However, did not turn upon the construction of this code provision and was decided on other grounds. The case before us, on the contrary, does turn upon the construction of this code provision. We hold that the term "other person" in Tex.Code Crim.P.Ann. art. 38.23(a) (Vernon Supp.1995), includes private persons and is not limited to agents of the government.

In the present case, the trial court found that the Prosens violated the law in taking Johnson's property from the funeral home. The statute prevents this property, even though taken by private persons, from being used in evidence against Johnson. Id.

We overrule point of error seven.

In points of error eight and nine, the State asserts that its inventory search was in accord with the United States and Texas constitutions. These contentions, however, do not address the ground upon which the motion was granted, namely, that the evidence was obtained in violation of Article 38.23(a). Johnson did not assert that the evidence should be suppressed because the inventory search violated either the United States or Texas Constitutions. Johnson's motion appears to have addressed only the allegedly illegal actions of the Prosen brothers. The only grounds upon which the suppression could be ordered were those specified in the motion. Therefore, points of error eight and nine are inapposite. We overrule points of error eight and nine.

In points of error 10 and 11, the State claims that the police had the consent of Dean Johnson, Johnson's attorney, to review the property that the Prosens delivered to them. Consent is an exception to the general rule that warrantless searches are unreasonable per se. Schneckloth, 412 U.S. at 219, 93 S.Ct. at 2043; Fancher, 659 S.W.2d at 839. In the absence of findings of fact or conclusions of law, this Court must presume that the trial court made whatever findings were necessary to support its rulings.

Dean Johnson testified, but not about whether he consented to the police reviewing the evidence that the Prosens delivered to them. In light of the trial court's verbal finding that the Prosens unlawfully seized the evidence, and its consequent ruling that the evidence was obtained in violation of Article 38.23(a), the consent issue is moot. Consent is an exception to the constitutional protections against unreasonable searches and seizures by the government. Schneckloth, 412 U.S. at 219, 93 S.Ct. at 2043 (1973); Fancher, 659 S.W.2d at 839. As discussed above, the code provision goes beyond this constitutional protection and extends to actions by private persons. Weaver, 721 S.W.2d at 498. The illegality of the Prosens' act preempts the State's argument that the police had consent to review the evidence.
delivered by the Prosens. To hold otherwise would mean that a person subjected to a wrongful seizure by a private person could not complain to the police without giving up the very rights that Article 38.23 was designed to protect.

We overrule points of error 10 and 11.

3. Conclusion

The trial court did not abuse its discretion in finding that the items belonging to Johnson, which were seized by the Prosen brothers and delivered to the police, were obtained unlawfully. As such, they were inadmissible at trial, and it was proper for the trial court to suppress the evidence.

We overrule points of error seven, eight, nine, 10, and 11.

Search 5:

October 16, 1991: search of the funeral home with a warrant. (Relevant to points of error 12 and 13)

1. Facts

While the Sweeny Police Department conducted its inventory search of the items delivered by the Prosens, investigator Matt Wingo, from the Brazoria County district attorney's office, also investigated the evidence. Following his investigation, Matt Wingo prepared an affidavit that became the basis for a search warrant for the funeral home. He conducted this warrant search on October 16, 1991. The trial court suppressed the evidence obtained in this warrant search.

2. Analysis

The motion to suppress the evidence seized in the (Wingo) warrant search of Sweeny Funeral Home on October 16, 1991, urged that the evidence was obtained in violation of the constitutions of the United States and Texas and of the Code of Criminal Procedure. The trial court based its suppression order on its verbal finding that Investigator Wingo may have viewed unlawfully obtained items to prepare his warrant affidavit:

[THE COURT:] I cannot discern in my own mind, if he reviewed only that property that was taken, seized unlawfully; or did he view the property that was seized lawfully, which would've been the property that belonged to the estate of Mrs. Prosen or the mother of Mrs. Prosen. And Officer Wingo’s—Investigator Wingo’s testimony is that after reviewing the video and some photographs and some documents or a document, he used some of that to obtain probable cause, as set forth in his affidavit, to obtain the Wingo warrant. And that concerns me greatly.

As to the other matters for which counsel for Mr. Johnson argued I think there are merit with some of them and not merit with others. But the concern that I have with the inability of me, based upon the evidence before me, to discern whether or not Mr. Wingo, in drawing his affidavit, used items that I say that were obtained unlawfully or seized unlawfully, I'm going to grant the motion to suppress the Wingo warrant.

(Emphasis added.)
In point of error 12, the State claims that Johnson had no standing to contest the search and seizure on October 16, 1991, because he had conveyed the funeral home two days earlier to his attorney, Dean Johnson. Johnson was in jail at the time of the search. Johnson no longer owned nor occupied the premises. The State concludes that Johnson had no standing to contest the search of a place he neither owned nor occupied. If Johnson had no standing to contest the search, then the trial court erred in granting a suppression motion in his behalf, even if the search was unlawful.

Standing to contest a search depends upon whether the defendant has a reasonable, subjective expectation of privacy. *Smith v. Maryland*, 442 U.S. 735, 740, 99 S.Ct. 2577, 2580, 61 L.Ed.2d 220 (1979). The earlier analysis of the warrantless search of the hearse also applies here. Johnson's attorney, Dean Johnson, who was the new owner of title to the funeral home, testified that he allowed Johnson to resume using the funeral home as his residence upon his release from jail on October 21, 1991, five days after the warrant search. The trial court could have found that Johnson had a reasonable, subjective expectation of privacy despite the fact that he had conveyed the premises and was occupying a jail cell at the time. If the trial court so found, the suppression was proper.

We overrule point of error 12.

In point of error 13, the State asserts the trial court erred because the warrant was valid. The trial court found (as indicated verbally) that the warrant might have been based in part upon unlawfully-obtained evidence. The trial court was within its discretion to find this. *Meek*, 790 S.W.2d at 620. Suppression is the proper remedy for evidence that is obtained in violation of the rights of an accused. *Wade v. State*, 814 S.W.2d 763, 764 (Tex.App.—Waco 1991).

We overrule point of error 13.

3. Conclusion

The trial court could reasonably have found that Johnson had a reasonable subjective expectation of privacy in the funeral home. He would, therefore, have standing to contest the search. The trial court could reasonably have found that the warrant was based in part upon unlawfully obtained evidence.

We overrule points of error 12 and 13.

To summarize, in 13 points of error, the State has appealed from five orders to suppress evidence. The trial court found, from the evidence before it at the suppression hearing, that the searches were unlawful. As the exclusive fact finder, the court could believe or disbelieve any or all of the testimony from any witness. *Meek*, 790 S.W.2d at 620. Accordingly, we see no abuse of discretion in the court's findings, and suppression was the proper remedy. We hold that Johnson had a reasonable subjective expectation of privacy in both the hearse and the funeral home and, therefore, standing to contest each of the searches. We further hold that TEX. CODE CRIM.PROC.ANN. art. 38.23(a) (Vernon Supp.1995) applies to actions of private persons. We overrule all 13 points of error.

We affirm all five orders to suppress evidence.
COHEN, Justice, concurring.

I agree with my colleagues that the trial judge did not err in ordering suppression of what was seized in "search 1" and that appellee had standing to complain about the search of the hearse. Thus, points of error one and two are properly overruled.

Points of error three through five deal with the warrantless inventory search of the hearse. I agree that they should be overruled, but for a different reason than Justice Andell.

I agree with much of Justice Wilson's analysis of these points. Deputy Cisneros' testimony, corroborated as it was by Chief Murphy and by Robert Prosen, provides ample evidence of probable cause to arrest—if it was believed by the trier of fact. There is only one reason the judge could have found no probable cause to arrest, and that is that he did not believe one or more of these three witnesses. If I were the trial judge, I may have reached a different conclusion, as Justice Wilson plainly would have done. But I cannot vote to reverse on this ground without substituting my opinion of the credibility of these witnesses for that of the trial judge.

The trial court is the exclusive finder of fact in a suppression hearing, and thus, it may choose to believe or not believe any or all of any witness's testimony. *Meeks v. State*, 790 S.W.2d 618, 620 (Tex.Crim.App. 1990). This is a powerful legal principle, as this case shows. It means the trier of fact may disbelieve any witness—including relatives of crime victims and unimpeached police officers. This rule applies, of course, to defendants and defense lawyers. See *Messer v. State*, 757 S.W.2d 820, 828 (Tex.App.—Houston [1st Dist.] 1988, pet. ref'd) (op. on appellant's mtn. for reh'g) (trial judge did not have to believe defense attorney's unimpeached, corroborated testimony regarding her statements to client).

The trial judge may have considered the absence of testimony from Lt. Gillenwaters important. He may have considered it important that nobody from the Escort Embalming Service testified that Jay Johnson took the decedent's body by force without consent and that no evidence showed Escort Embalming Service, whose agents must have been the victims of and witnesses to that crime, ever reported such an incident to police.

The judge may have doubted that such an event occurred and thus believed that appellee was arrested for a crime that never occurred. See *Vicknair v. State*, 670 S.W.2d 286, 287 (Tex.App.—Houston [1st Dist.] 1984), aff'd, 751 S.W.2d 180, 187-88 (Tex. Crim.App.1986) (op. on reh'g). (Police officer's good faith mistaken belief that crime has occurred does not justify arrest where crime has not, in fact, occurred). The judge may have believed Deputy Cisneros' testimony (set out in the dissenting opinion) that he received a dispatch about a body being transported, instead of Cisneros' earlier testimony about a body having been taken by force and without consent.

The witnesses to the reporting of that event, Robert Prosen and Chief Murphy, were neither neutral nor disinterested. While we may find the cold record of their testimony believable, or even compelling, I cannot escape the fact that a trial
judge earns his daily bread by deciding whom to believe and not believe, and we have little authority to second guess those credibility choices. To me, at least, that is what the hundreds of cases like Meek and Messer really mean.

Finally, even if the arrest was proper, the warrantless inventory search of a closed container in a vehicle has been held to violate art. I, of § 9 of the Texas Constitution. Autran v. State, 887 S.W.2d 31, 41-42 (Tex. Crim.App.1994). The trial judge's ruling preceded Autran, but may have anticipated it. It is unclear exactly what evidence was seized from what location in the inventory search, but the burden of proving the legality of a warrantless search is on the State.

Under this record and for all of these reasons, I am not convinced that the trial judge abused his discretion. Thus, I concur in the decision to overrule points of error three through five.

I concur separately in points of error ten and eleven, regarding whether appellee's attorney, Dean Johnson, consented to the police viewing the property seized by the Prosens. I do not agree with Justice Andell that the consent issue is moot or that consent is not an exception under art. 38.23(a) to the illegal seizure of property by a private person. I believe that consent is an exception to the art. 38.23 protections against illegal seizures, whether conducted by "an officer or other person." Nevertheless, I would hold there was no consent here because appellee never consented to the Prosens' seizure.

Article 38.23 is probably the broadest exclusionary rule in the country, and it has existed since 1925, 36 years before Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643, 81 S.Ct. 1684, 6 L.Ed.2d 1081 (1961). It prohibits the use in a criminal trial of evidence illegally seized by a private person. Here, the judge found that private persons obtained the evidence illegally.

What is the purpose of having a statute like art. 38.23 apply to a private person? It could only be to keep a private person from doing what the government cannot do and to keep the government from benefitting from the private illegality. The State cannot use evidence acquired by means of burglary or theft; therefore, the State should not be able to do indirectly what it cannot do directly, i.e., to use evidence provided by a private person who acquired it by burglary or theft. This is similar to the "silver platter" doctrine. That doctrine formerly allowed state authorities, who were then not governed by an exclusionary rule, to obtain evidence illegally and deliver it to federal authorities for use in federal prosecutions, so long as the federal agents did not participate in the illegal search but simply received the illegally seized evidence on a "silver platter." This doctrine was abolished nationally in Elkins v. United States, 364 U.S. 206, 80 S.Ct. 1437, 4 L.Ed.2d 1669 (1960). Article 38.23 abolished it decades earlier in Texas. We should not reinstate it here.

The trial judge could have reasonably concluded that neither Dean Johnson nor appellee consented to the police examining the stolen documents. If the evidence showed conclusively that either appellee, personally, or Dean Johnson, acting with appellee's authority, had consented to such an examination, I would agree with Justice Wilson that such a consent waived any rights under art. 38.23. As far as I can determine, Dean Johnson never consented to the police examining these documents.¹ The trial judge could have concluded that it was not necessary for the police to examine appellee's papers, either in order to return them to him or to prosecute anyone for their illegal seizure. The judge could have concluded that far from consenting to the Prosens' seizure, Dean Johnson objected to it, sought their prosecution on account of it, and desired the return of the items without having to confront them in person, and therefore, the State should not benefit from that illegality. The officers' examination of these papers was the involuntary consequence of the Prosens' illegal seizure. Of
course, complaining about a theft will inevitably entail exposing to the police (at least to a limited degree) the stolen property. But if a person must choose between doing nothing and allowing an illegal seizure by a private citizen to go unpunished or waiving the right to privacy by complaining of the crime to police, then art. 38.23 really gives no protection against private seizures. The silver platter doctrine would be reborn.

It is significant that we are construing a statute here, not interpreting judge-made common law. The Texas Legislature has declared the public policy of this state to be that illegal seizures by private persons are wrong. Because such seizures are wrong, property owners should be able to complain to police about them without giving up the very privacy rights that art. 38.23 was designed to protect.

WILSON, Justice, dissenting.

I respectfully dissent.

The majority observes that the entire inquiry is over with our presumption that the trial court found whatever facts were needed to support its ruling, unless the record shows either of the following: (1) that the evidence at the suppression hearing would not support any reasonable finding that the searches were unlawful; or (2) the evidence clearly and convincingly shows that suppression was erroneous as a matter of law. It is true that the trial court is the exclusive finder of fact in a suppression hearing and may choose to believe or disbelieve any or all of a witness's testimony. Meek v. State, 790 S.W.2d 618, 620 (Tex.Crim.App.1990). However, if appellate review for abuse of discretion is to be a meaningful exercise, we must be free to reverse those suppression orders that are based on findings contrary to all the evidence presented in the hearing, or upon erroneous legal conclusion based on uncontroverted facts.

I would conclude from the analysis below that the legal conclusions made by the trial judge from uncontroverted evidence would not support the trial court's findings that searches two, three, four and five were unlawful. I would reverse the corresponding suppression orders.

I agree with the majority that search one, the warrantless search of the Sweeny Funeral Home on the day of the shooting, was unlawful. I would, therefore, affirm point of error one and the corresponding suppression order.

Search 2:

September 30, 1991; search of the hearse without a warrant. (Relevant to points of error two, three, four, and five)

When Deputy Cisneros stopped Johnson on Highway 288-B in Angleton, he testified he did so because of information that Johnson was illegally transporting a body. While Deputy Cisneros was talking with Johnson, standing at the back of the hearse, two more law enforcement officers drove up: Deputy Anderson and Lieutenant Jeff Gillenwaters. Deputy Cisneros testified that Lieutenant Gillenwaters was talking to someone on his car phone, then got out and instructed him “to place Mr. Johnson in custody for investigative hold through Sweeny Police Department. And for—for the theft of this corpse.” At that time, Deputy Anderson, also of the Brazoria County sheriff's department, arrested Johnson and transported him to the county jail.
Deputy Cisneros drove the hearse to the sheriff's department patrol office. While he was in the hearse, he made a cursory visual search of the interior, and he saw Prosen's body lying in the back of the hearse. He did not open the glove compartment at this time. When Deputy Cisneros delivered the hearse to the police station, they conducted an inventory search, which yielded, among other things, "some life insurance papers." The trial court granted Johnson's motion to suppress the evidence gained in this inventory search.

In points of error two, three, four, and five, the State asserts the trial court erred in suppressing evidence obtained from the warrantless inventory search of the hearse on September 30, 1991. The motion to suppress alleged that the search was in violation of the following: (a) the fourth amendment of the United States Constitution; (b) article I, section 9 of the Texas Constitution; and (c) the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure.

In point of error two, the State alleges Johnson has no standing to challenge the search. I agree with the majority's analysis of Johnson's standing and its conclusion that Johnson could indeed contest the search.

My analysis requires the following observation at this point: The State asserts in point of error three that the stop was lawful, but it does not address the legality of the arrest under that point. Nor does the State assert under point of error four that the arrest was lawful. In its argument under point of error five, the State asserts that "the arrest and the impoundment are lawful." The distinction between the stop and the arrest is important to both the legal and the factual analyses. The State did not obtain any evidence as a result of the stop prior to the arrest. It obtained evidence in the inventory search that followed the arrest. In reviewing the order on this motion to suppress, it is essential to determine whether the arrest was lawful.

Deputy Cisneros testified that he received a call that Johnson was transporting a "stolen body" in the hearse. If Deputy Cisneros had information that Johnson was suspected of transporting a "stolen body," or "illegally transporting a body," then this would be a reasonable basis for the stop. On direct examination, Deputy Cisneros testified as follows:

Q How is it that you happened to come into contact with the defendant?

A On that day, I got a call on some information that a subject driving a black Cadillac hearse was possibly back in route through the Angleton area, with a—possibly, in possession of a stolen body.

Q I'm sorry. A stolen what? A stolen body, corpse,... . Q Did you spot a Cadillac hearse? A Yes, I did, sir. Q Did you stop that Cadillac? A Yes, I did. Q And can you tell us who was driving the hearse? A The driver was identified as Jay Johnson. ... Q Did you prepare a report about your stopping those—the vehicle stop of the defendant? A Yes, sir, I did.

(Emphasis added.)

On cross-examination, however, Deputy Cisneros conceded that his written report said nothing about the dispatcher informing him that the hearse was transporting a body illegally, but simply "transporting a body":

Q Now, the information—so you contacted dispatch, and they advised you what? A They advised me to be on the lookout for a subject driving a black Cadillac hearse that's possibly in route from—through the Angleton area, from Houston. Q And for what reason were you to keep a lookout for that? A For the sole reason of trying to get him stopped due to him possibly having a stolen body in the back of it. Q Okay. Now, that's not what your report says, is it? A No, sir. Q Your report says that you were advised to watch for Jay Johnson driving a black Cadillac hearse which was transporting a body; isn't that correct? A Right. Right. Q There's nothing against the law about
transporting a body, to your knowledge, is there? A No, sir. Q But that's what your report says? A Yes, sir. . . . Q Was there any other offenses that you observed to be committed by Jay Johnson or the vehicle prior to the time that you made the stop? A Yes, I had a murder report that prior to the stop. Q Prior to the stop, no I was not told to arrest him. Q Okay. Were you told to arrest him for any reason at the time you made the stop? A No, sir. Q You were just asked to stop him; is that correct? A Yes, sir. Q Was there anything else communicated to you, other than just to stop him? A Yes, sir. . . . Q Did you tell him he was under investigation for suspicion of transporting a body? A Right. Q Or stealing a body? A Right. Q What did you tell him. Stealing or transporting? A Stealing a body. Q Stealing a body? A Right. Q Or—Ididn't actually say the word stealing a body. I said that the body was illegally obtained from somewhere in Houston. Q Okay. Your information was, it was illegally obtained? A Right. Q And why does your report say transported? A Because the body was in the back of a car. Q Well in other words, your testimony, here, today, was that your information you received by dispatch was of a stolen body. But your report doesn't say anything about a stolen body in it, does it? A No, it does not. Q And why is that? A Because at the time the dispatcher told me that she—from what I recall, my phone conversation was due to the investigation in Sweeny. They were asking me to stop the car, to identify the driver Jay Johnson, if he was in that car, and to see if that body was—was in back of his car. Q Well—A And that's why I'm saying transporting a body, because, you know, I figured that if he's in a black hearse, he's transporting a body in the back. Q Well, it's not unusual to see cars going up and down the highway, hearses going up and down the highway carrying bodies, is it? You've seen that many times, have you not? A Sure. Sure. Q Specifically, what was the dispatch to you? Was it about a body being transported? A Body being transported. Q Body being transported. There was nothing about it being stolen, was it? A Right. Q No, sir, it was not. Q Okay. And why is that? A Right. Q Let me back you up. You told him why you stopped him. Did you tell him you stopped him because you had a dispatch that he was transporting a body? A Right. Q Nothing about a stolen body, but he was just transporting a body? A Right. Q And then, another deputy showed up. Is that correct? A Right.

(Emphasis added.)

As the above excerpt shows, Deputy Cisneros conceded that the dispatcher had not actually used the word "stolen" in reference to Edwina Prosen's body. However, in addition to Cisneros' testimony, Chief Murphy testified (on cross-examination) that Robert Prosen came to the Sweeny Police Department after 6:00 p.m. on September 30, and reported that "the body had been removed from the funeral home, by force [.]" Chief Murphy testified that he then called the Brazoria County Sheriff's Office and informed them as follows:

A I advised them that I had information that the body had been taken from the funeral home without permission of the family and had been taken by force, was in the funeral home hearse, and probably headed back towards Sweeny and that Jeffrey Prosen, the son of the deceased, had gone to meet with Mr. Johnson. And it was possible that one or both parties were armed. And we feared a conflict, should they meet. Q Okay. Well, there was nothing, then, that was communicated to the Sheriff's Department, the body was, indeed, stolen, was there? A It was taken without permission. And it was taken by force. Q All right. That's what you communicated to the Sheriff's Department. A I'm not sure I used the word that actual theft had occurred. Q Okay. And that was all based on information that was related to you by Robert Prosen? A Yes. . . . Q So, you asked the Sheriff's Department to try to stop Mr. Johnson; is that correct? A Yes.

(Emphasis added.)

The trial court also had before it the source of Chief Murphy's information, Robert Prosen, who testified on direct examination as follows:

Q Did you, at any time, designate Jay Johnson as one person that would be able to pick up your mother's body? A No. In fact, I specifically stated that he was not. . . . Q Would you tell us what you told them [Escort Embalming Service]? A Yes. I spoke with a fellow named Fred Allen, I believe, on the night of the 29th of September. And in that discussion, we—it was very clearly stated that I was the executor of the estate, son of Edwina Prosen and was responsible for my mother and didn't want her body released to anybody but myself or my two brothers.

On cross-examination, he repeated this assertion that he had informed the Sweeny Police that his mother's body had been taken from Escort Embalming Service by force and without authorization:
Q Did you report or call the police and tell anyone at the police agency that your mother's body had been stolen?
A I did talk to the Sweeny Police Department.
Q Was that after your mom's body had been removed from Escort Embalming?
A Before and after.
Q Well, tell me just about after. Who did you talk to. first of all?
A The chief of police.
Q And what did you tell or say to the chief of police?
A At that time, I was informed that my mother's body had been taken, without my authority. And I asked the chief if there was something that could be done to secure her, because I was responsible for her. The family.
Q Did you tell Chief Murphy that someone had overpowered the attendants at the funeral home and taken the body by force?
A I believe that. Yes. I believe I told that to Chief Murphy. I'm not asking you what you were told. I'm asking you what you told Chief Murphy. What did you tell him?
A I believe I told him that. Q You told him that someone had overpowered some attendant or someone at Escort Embalming and taken you mom's body by force?
A No oneome. Jay Johnson.

(Emphasis added.)

Most of defense counsel's cross-examination, other than the excerpts above, focused on the accuracy of Robert Prosen's assertions and beliefs about: (1) the alleged forceful, unauthorized taking of his mother's body; (2) whether Edwina Prosen and Jay Johnson might have entered into a common-law marriage without Robert Prosen's knowledge; and (3) whether Robert Prosen was actually the executor of his mother's estate at that moment. Defense counsel was evidently attempting to show that Robert Prosen was mistaken about the legality of Jay Johnson's removal of Edwina Prosen's body. This issue, however, does not address the legality of the stop. The stop is lawful if it is *reasonable*, even if the police ultimately are proven to be mistaken on their legal presumptions.

The trial court took judicial notice of TEX. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE ANN. § 711.002 (Vernon 1992), which covers the disposition of remains and the duty to inter. It provides, in pertinent part, as follows:

(a) Unless a decedent has left other directions for the disposition of the decedent's remains, the following persons, in the priority listed, have the right to control the disposition, including cremation, of the person's remains, shall inter the remains, and are liable for the reasonable cost of interment:(1) the decedent's surviving spouse; (2) the decedent's surviving adult children;...
(b) A person listed in Subsection (a) has the right, duty, and liability provided by that subsection only if there is no person in a priority listed before the person.

(Emphasis added.)

As this code section indicates, a decedent's spouse has priority over adult children in the right to dispose of remains. If Jay Johnson had in fact entered into a common-law marriage with Edwina Prosen, then he had the right under section 711.002 to remove her remains from Escort Embalming Service. This does not, however, address the reasonableness of the stop. The police could have been mistaken about Jay Johnson's right to remove Edwina Prosen's remains, but such a mistake would not make the stop unreasonable.

We do not know if the trial court found a common-law marriage between Johnson and Prosen. Such a finding would be irrelevant, however, to determining the legality of the stop. If the trial court based its suppression order on finding a common-law marriage, this was error, regardless of whether a common-law marriage actually existed. All that matters here is whether Deputy Cisneros had *reason to believe that Jay Johnson was transporting a stolen body and the facts are undisputed on that point*. He testified that he received a dispatch to that effect, and Chief Murphy testified that this was what he had told the sheriff's office.

With the evidence before it, the trial court could *only* have found that Deputy Cisneros had reason to stop Jay Johnson in the hearse. If the trial court based its suppression order on a legal conclusion that the stop was unreasonable given the undisputed facts, this was error. The information before the trial court could not support a reasonable finding that the stop was unlawful. I would conclude that the stop was reasonable as a matter of law under these facts. But this does not yet reach the suppression of any evidence, as the continuing analysis shows.
No evidence was obtained as a result of the stop itself, because neither Deputy Cisneros nor any other officer searched the hearse immediately following the stop. The search followed the arrest. Therefore, we must consider whether the arrest was valid. The State can legally conduct a search pursuant to a lawful arrest. *United States v. Robinson,* 414 U.S. 218, 94 S.Ct. 467, 38 L.Ed.2d 427 (1973); *Carrasco v. State,* 713 S.W.2d 120, 122 (Tex.Crim.App.1986). If the record shows that the arrest was lawful, then the evidence from the inventory search was obtained lawfully, and the trial court abused its discretion in suppressing it. On the other hand, if the trial court could legally conclude the arrest was unlawful under the facts, then suppression was proper. *Wade,* 814 S.W.2d at 764.

Deputy Cisneros testified that he and Deputy Anderson arrested Johnson on Lieutenant Gillenwaters' orders. Neither Deputy Anderson nor Lieutenant Gillenwaters testified at the suppression hearing. The only testimony concerning the basis for Johnson's arrest came from Deputy Cisneros on cross-examination. Deputy Cisneros testified that he thought he had probable cause to arrest Johnson for transporting a body that Johnson had obtained illegally. This was the same reason he gave for stopping Johnson. He did not testify that he arrested Johnson for suspicion of murder.

The "totality of the circumstances" test applies for determining probable cause for warrantless arrests. *Hafford v. State,* 828 S.W.2d 275, 277 (Tex.App.—Fort Worth 1992, pet. ref'd), cert. denied, *Hafford v. Texas,* ___ U.S. ___, 113 S.Ct. 1313, 122 L.Ed.2d 700 (1993). Deputy Cisneros did not testify that he stopped Johnson for suspicion of murder. He testified only that he stopped Johnson for illegally transporting a body. His testimony was later undermined when he acknowledged that his report only stated that the dispatcher said "transporting a body" without specifically stating that the transportation was in violation of the law.

Having already concluded that the stop was reasonable, I turn to whether the officers had probable cause to arrest Johnson. If the trial court could reasonably have found that the officers had no probable cause to arrest Johnson, then suppression was proper. *Wade,* 814 S.W.2d at 764. This is true regardless of the trial court's implicit finding on the legality of the stop. For suppression to be proper, we must conclude that the trial court found that the officers had no probable cause to arrest Johnson.

In light of the "totality of the circumstances" set forth above, *Hafford,* 828 S.W.2d at 277, we must consider Deputy Cisneros's testimony about the arrest. Direct examination:

Q Did you subsequently place Mr. Johnson in custody?
A Yes, sir, he was.
Q He was placed in custody?
A Yes, sir.
Q By you?
A No. Not by me.
Q Who placed Mr. Johnson in custody?
A I believe it was Deputy Anderson.
Q Okay. Did you transport Mr. Johnson?
A No, I did not.

Cross-examination:

Q What happened, then? What happened, next?
A Then, my patrol lieutenant, Jeff Gillenwaters, showed up. And he was—I don't know who he was talking to on his car phone, but he was talking to somebody on his car phone. At that time, nothing really happened for a couple of minutes.
Q What was going on during that time. Nothing?
A Yeah. We were just standing around. Nobody was looking in the vehicle?
Q Okay. A We waited. Myself and Mr. Anderson waited with Mr. Johnson, in back of the Cadillac hearse. And until lieutenant finally come out of his car. He got through talking on the phone. He was—we were then told to place Mr. Johnson in custody for investigative hold through Sweeny Police Department. And for—for the theft of the corpse?
Q For the theft of the corpse?
A Right. Okay. All right. So, that was Jeff Gillenwaters telling you those things, the deputy?
Q Yes. Q And he is with the Sheriff's department?
A Yes, sir. He was at the time.
Q Is he an investigator with the Sheriff's Department at the time?
A He was my patrol lieutenant.
Q Patrol lieutenant?
A Yes. So, after—after you were advised by Jeff Gillenwaters to place him in custody, what did you do?
A I assisted Mr. Anderson, Deputy Anderson in placing the—Mr. Johnson in custody. He was searched and placed in back of the patrol car... Q Can you tell me why you filled out a misdemeanor miscellaneous report in connection with this incident?
A Why, Q Yes,
I would sustain points of error four and five.

Under the most arduous cross-examination, Deputy Cisneros maintained that he stopped Johnson for "[u]nlawfully transporting a body [,]" and that he arrested Johnson on the orders of Lieutenant Gillenwaters "for the theft of this corpse."

Deputy Cisneros testified that immediately prior to Lieutenant Gillenwaters' instructions to place Johnson in custody, Gillenwaters had been on the phone in his police car. Although Gillenwaters did not testify, Chief Murphy testified that he had called the Sheriff's office to ask them to stop Johnson for transporting a stolen body. Chief Murphy placed this call after Robert Prose came in to his office, which he testified was "After 6:00. 6:00, 7:00 o'clock, probably." Johnson was stopped at approximately 7:12 p.m. and placed in custody approximately 20 to 30 minutes later. The unchallenged facts, taken in their totality, indicate that the officers had probable cause to arrest Johnson. Because I believe the trial court based its decision upon a misapplication of legal principles to undisputed facts, rather than the finding of a material fact at variance with the State's position, I would find the trial court abused its discretion.

I would sustain point of error three.

In points of error four and five, the State asserts that the warrantless inventory search of the hearse was lawful under the United States and Texas Constitutions. This is correct. The police are authorized to conduct an inventory search of a suspect's vehicle following a lawful arrest. Illinois v. Lafayette, 462 U.S. 640, 643-44, 103 S.Ct. 2605, 2608, 77 L.Ed.2d 65 (1983); Gauldin v. State, 683 S.W.2d 411, 414 (Tex.Crim.App.1984).

I would sustain points of error four and five.

(Emphasis added.)
To summarize the points of error relating to the warrantless search of the hearse (Search 2), the trial court could not reasonably have found that the stop and arrest were unlawful. By sustaining points of error three, four and five, I would hold that the trial court abused its discretion in suppressing the evidence obtained in the warrantless inventory search of the hearse.

In review, I agree that Johnson did have standing to contest the search. I would, however, sustain points of error three, four, and five, and hold that the stop, the arrest, and the inventory search were lawful.

**Search 3: October 1, 1991; search of the hearse with a warrant. (Relevant to Point of Error 6)**

On October 1, 1991, the day after Johnson's arrest and the inventory search of the hearse, the officers searched the hearse again, this time with a warrant. The trial court granted Johnson's motion to suppress the evidence obtained in this search. The warrant was based upon the findings from the preceding day's inventory search, and it specifically stated that the purpose was to seize life insurance policies. I have concluded above that the trial court abused its discretion in finding the warrantless search of the hearse to be unlawful and in suppressing the evidence gained as a result.

The testimony requires the trial court to conclude that the warrant search of the hearse did not violate Johnson's constitutional rights. We must presume that the trial court found that the warrant to search the hearse rested upon the "fruit of the poisonous tree"—the evidence gained from the previous day's warrantless search. Such a finding, and the resultant order suppressing the evidence obtained from the search of the hearse with the warrant, constituted an abuse of discretion. Therefore, the trial court erred in suppressing the evidence obtained from the warrant search of the hearse.

I would sustain point of error six.

**Search 4: October 1-3, 1991; Police passively received, from the Prosen family, property that the Prosen family took from the funeral home. (Relevant to points of error seven, eight, nine, 10, and 11)**

When Robert Prosen learned that Dean Johnson had filed the burglary complaint against the Prosen brothers, he offered to return all the items to Dean Johnson. However, Dean Johnson, who was Jay Johnson's attorney, instructed Robert Prosen not to return the items to him and Prosen handed them over to the police. Dean Johnson asked the police to maintain custody of the items that the Prosens had removed from the funeral home. Chief Murphy testified that the Prosens turned over boxes containing thousands of documents that were the subject of the burglary complaint. He further testified that he considered it the duty of the police department to photograph, inventory, and list all of the items that were turned over to them in connection with this burglary charge. The trial court granted the motion to suppress all the evidence that the Prosens took from the funeral home and delivered to the Sweeny Police Department.

The majority holds that TEX.CODE CRIM. P.ANN. art. 38.23(a) (Vernon Supp.1995), prevents the State from using against Johnson any of the documents that were unlawfully taken by the Prosens. I agree that the statute applies to the actions of private persons and is not limited to government agents. I also agree that the trial court did not abuse its discretion in finding that some of the items were taken unlawfully by the Prosens, thus triggering article 38.23(a). Hence, I agree with the majority's decision to overrule point of error seven. I part company with the majority, however, in determining the effect of Dean Johnson's instructions to both Robert Prosen and the Chief Murphy.
The majority states that the trial court could have found that Dean Johnson never consented for the police to review the evidence that the Prosens took. The evidence at the suppression hearing will not support such a finding. Dean Johnson complained that the Prosens had taken Jay Johnson's property illegally. Dean Johnson then declined Robert Prosen's offer to return whatever they had taken, and the Prosens, knowing that the items were the subject of Dean Johnson's burglary complaint, turned everything over to the police. Dean Johnson did not testify about whether he consented to the police reviewing the evidence that the Prosens delivered to them. The trial court had to base its finding on the testimony of Chief Murphy. Chief Murphy testified that Dean Johnson then asked the police to maintain custody. These actions constituted Dean Johnson's consent for the police to inventory the evidence that the Prosens took from the funeral home.

Johnson does not contend that it was illegal for the police department to receive the evidence, but he does argue that it was illegal for the police to use the evidence as they did. This is not persuasive. Dean Johnson, as Jay Johnson's attorney, consented to such review on Jay Johnson's behalf. Consent is an exception to the general rule that warrantless searches are unreasonable per se. Schneckloth v. Bustamante, 412 U.S. 218, 219, 93 S.Ct. 2041, 2043, 36 L.Ed.2d 854 (1973); Fancher v. State, 659 S.W.2d 836, 839 (Tex.Crim.App.1983).

Even though the trial court was within its discretion to find that some of the items had been taken illegally, the State had Johnson's consent to review and inventory the evidence that the Prosens took from the funeral home over October 1 through October 3, 1991. Johnson's consent operated to waive any complaint under Article 38.23(a). The court abused its discretion in suppressing evidence for which Johnson had consented to police custody and review.

I would sustain points of error eight, nine, 10, and 11.

Search 5: October 16, 1991: search of the funeral home with a warrant. (Relevant to points of error 12 and 13)

The final search of the funeral home was conducted under a warrant that was based on information obtained in the inventory of the evidence that the Prosens had delivered to the police. I agree with the majority's determination that Johnson had a reasonable, subjective expectation of privacy in the funeral home on the date of search number five. Smith v. Maryland, 442 U.S. 735, 740, 99 S.Ct. 2577, 2580, 61 L.Ed.2d 220 (1979). Hence, Johnson had standing to contest this search and I agree with the decision to overrule point of error 12.

I disagree with the majority's determination that the trial court could have found the Wingo warrant to be invalid. The validity of the warrant turns upon the legality of police inventory of the items delivered to them by the Prosens. I have concluded above that Dean Johnson, and by extension, Jay Johnson, consented to the police custody and inventory of everything taken by the Prosens over the three days from October 1 through October 3. The Wingo warrant was based upon documents to which the State had legal access. The warrant was valid and the October 16, 1991, search of the funeral home was valid. The trial court abused its discretion in suppressing evidence seized from the funeral home under a valid warrant.

I would sustain point of error 13.

Summary and Conclusion
To summarize, in 13 points of error, the State has appealed from five orders to suppress evidence. The trial court found, from the evidence before it at the suppression hearing, that the searches were unlawful. The majority sees no abuse of discretion in any of the five suppression orders. I disagree with the majority on four of the five. I would hold that the trial court abused its discretion by finding searches two, three, four, and five to be unlawful when the evidence at the suppression hearing will not support such findings.

I join the majority in overruling point of error one, pertaining to the suppression of the videotape from search one. Hence, I would sustain that suppression order. I also join the majority in overruling points of error two and 12, challenging Johnson's standing to contest the searches of the hearse and the funeral home. I also join the majority in overruling point of error seven, addressing the meaning of the term "other person" in Article 38.23(a).

I part company with the majority on the legality of the remaining searches. I would sustain points of error three, four, five, six, eight, nine, 10, 11, and 13. I would hold that the trial court abused its discretion in suppressing the evidence obtained from searches two, three, four, and five: i.e., the inventory search of the hearse without a warrant; the following search of the hearse with a warrant; the search of the items that the Prosens delivered to the police; and the search of the funeral home under the Wingo warrant.

Accordingly, I would reverse those four suppression orders. I would affirm in part and reverse and remand in part.

FootNotes

2. Whether Johnson and Prosen had entered into a common-law marriage is a matter of dispute. At several points in its argument, the State relies upon its contention that no common-law marriage existed. Our decision, however, does not depend upon a resolution of this issue.
3. In addition, officers searched the Sweeny Funeral Home with a warrant later in the evening on the day of the shooting, September 29, 1991. The warrant was based on information gained in the warrantless search earlier in the day. The State agreed to suppression of the evidence obtained from this search. This search and its corresponding suppression order are not part of this appeal.
4. The trial court granted the first of these motions in part and denied it in part. That order stipulated that certain items would not be suppressed, namely, the shotgun, shells, pillow, pillowcases, and bedding that police obtained from the initial search. It also stipulated that specific portions of a videotape of the premises would not be suppressed.
5. At the suppression hearing, the trial court stated its reasons for granting two of the five motions (those motions pertaining to searches four and five). The State agreed to suppress the evidence gained from the warrant search of the funeral home conducted on the evening of September 29, 1991, the day of the shooting. See n. 3. The trial court did not state its reasons for granting the other three motions.
6. Neither the record nor the briefs is clear about exactly what evidence was suppressed. The record indicates, however, that each instance of suppression involved a life insurance policy naming Johnson as a beneficiary.
7. The Brown court indicated that implied consent to search is limited to "the routine investigation of the offense and the identification of the perpetrator." 856 S.W.2d at 182 (emphasis added). Once the perpetrator is identified as the premise owner that reported the crime, implied consent ceases and the suspect acquires full constitutional protection. This interpretation is consistent with the phrase: "As long as the individual is not a suspect...." Id.
8. To reach this conclusion, the State depends upon its disputed premise that Johnson and Prosen had not entered into a common-law marriage. As noted above, we need not resolve this issue to determine whether the trial court abused its discretion in suppressing the evidence.
9. Johnson was not a licensed funeral home operator; Edwina Prosen was.
10. "[[Illegally obtained evidence, whether procured by private individuals or by police officers, is strictly inadmissible in Texas criminal proceedings, and our Code thus provides broader protection than the comparable Fourth Amendment." (Emphasis added.)
11. In Weaver, a police officer obtained a blood sample from a DWI defendant without his consent, when he was not under arrest, and in the absence of exigent circumstances that would have supported a warrantless search. 721 S.W.2d at 496. Shortly after this blood
sample was taken, however, hospital employees obtained a second blood sample without any police involvement. Both blood samples were admitted into evidence. *Id.* at 497. We held that the second blood sample taken by hospital employees did not violate a DWI defendant's rights and was admissible evidence. We concluded that, in view of the admissibility of the second blood sample, any error in taking the first blood sample was harmless. *Id.* at 498. We affirmed the conviction. *Id.* at 500.

1. Constitutional rights are personal to each individual. If Dean Johnson had consented to the examination of the documents, there would still be the issue of his authority to waive appellee's rights.

1. Hearsay is admissible in a suppression hearing to determine probable cause for an arrest.